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ABSTRACT 
Wu, Jianfei, Ph.D., Department of Computer Science, College of Science and Mathematics, 
North Dakota State University, November 2011. Vector-Item Pattern Mining Algorithms 
and Their Applications. Major Professor: Dr. Anne M. Denton. 
Advances in storage technology have long been driving the need for new data 
mining techniques. Not only are typical data sets becoming larger, but the diversity of 
available attributes is increasing in many problem domains. In biological applications for 
example, a single protein may have associated sequence-, text-, graph-, continuous and 
item data. Correspondingly, there is growing need for techniques to find patterns in such 
complex data. Many techniques exist for mapping specific types of data to vector space 
representations, such as the bag-of-words model for text [58] or embedding in vector spaces 
of graphs [94, 91]. However, there are few techniques that recognize the resulting vector 
space representations as units that may be combined and further processed. 
This research aims to mine important vector-item patterns hidden across multiple 
and diverse data sources. We consider sets of related continuous attributes as vector data 
and search for patterns that relate a vector attribute to one or more items. The presence 
of an item set defines a subset of vectors that may or may not show unexpected density 
fluctuations. Two types of vector-item pattern mining algorithms have been developed, 
namely histogram-based vector-item pattern mining algorithms and point distribution 
vector-item pattern mining algorithms. In histogram-based vector-item pattern mining 
algorithms, a vector-item pattern is significant or important if its density histogram 
significantly differs from what is expected for a random subset of transactions, using 
X2 goodness-of-fit test or effect size analysis. For point distribution vector-item pattern 
iii 
mining algorithms, a vector-item pattern is significant if its probability density function 
(PDF) has a big KuUbackLeibler divergence from random subsamples. We have applied the 
vector-item pattern mining algorithms to several application areas, and by comparing with 
other state-of-art algorithms we justify the effectiveness and efficiency of the algorithms. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
With new data being accumulated fast in addition to already large amounts of existing 
data from both industry and science domains, and the urgent need for finding useful 
information and knowledge among the data, data mining has attracted great attention 
among scientists and researchers. In the past several decades, many efficient and effective 
data mining algorithms have been developed, covering areas from market analysis, sales 
prediction, production control, social network analysis, to fraud detection, intrusion 
detection, customer prediction, search engine and so on. 
Data mining can be defined as the process of extracting interesting (non-trivial, 
implicit, previously unknown and potentially useful) information or patterns from large 
information repositories such as relational databases, data warehouses, XML repositories, 
etc [35]. Many people treat data mining as a synonym for "Knowledge Discovery from 
Data" (KDD). Alternatively, others view data mining as simply an essential step in the 
process of knowledge discovery [68]. Knowledge discovery mainly consists of three 
processes: 
1. Preprocessing 
Preprocessing includes the following steps: 
a. Data cleaning, which is to remove inconsistent records from the data sets. 
b. Data integration, which is to integrate or combine multiple data sources. 
c. Data selection, where data relevant to the analysis task are retrieved from the 
database. 
d. Data transformation, where data are transformed or consolidated into forms 
appropriate for mining by performing summary or aggregation operations. 
2. Data mining 
This is the step where various data mining algorithms are actually performed. 
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3. Postprocessing 
Postprocessing evaluates the results and presents the knowledge: 
a. Pattern evaluation, which measures the interestingness of the extracted patterns. 
b. Knowledge presentation, where visualization and knowledge representation 
techniques are used to present the mined knowledge to the users. 
1.1. Categories of Data Mining Techniques 
Many data mining techniques have been developed in the last several decades. The 
majority of them belong into one of the following categories. 
1. Classification: In a classification task, a model or classifier is constructed to 
predict binary or multi-labeled categorical labels, such as "safe" or "risky" for loan 
application data; "yes" or "no" for marketing data; or "treatment A," "treatment B," 
or "treatment C" for medical data. These categories can be represented by discrete 
values, where the ordering among values has no meaning [68]. 
In general, classification has two-steps. In the first step, a model or classifier is built 
to fit the training data set. In this learning step the label information of the training 
instances is being used. In the second step, the model or classifier is used to predict 
the labels of test instances. 
Many state-of-art classification algorithms have been developed. Decision tree 
techniques such as C4.5 [114], Naive Bayes classification, Support vector machines 
[42], Neural Networks [26], Random forests [27], Logistic regression [13], and 
adaboost [61] are a few examples. 
2. Prediction: Similar to data classification, prediction is to predict the output of unseen 
instances, based on the models built on the training data set. The difference between 
prediction and classification is that the output of classification is categorical labels of 
testing data set, while the output of prediction is continuous values. 
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The most populous prediction method so far is regression, which was first published 
by Legendre in 1805 [89]. Regression analysis can be used to model the relationship 
between one or more independent/predictor variables and a dependent/response 
variable. The two most widely used regression methods are linear regression [76] 
and nonlinear regression. 
Since classification and regression both need label or response information of training 
data sets, they are also called supervised learning methods. 
3. Clustering: Clustering is the process of grouping a set of physical or abstract objects 
into classes of similar objects [68]. A cluster is a collection of data points that are 
similar to one another within the same cluster and dissimilar to the instances in other 
clusters. Unlike classification or prediction, clustering does not need labeling or 
response information. 
The clustering algorithms can be roughly categorized into the following groups: 
Hierarchical methods, such as agglomerative hierarchical clustering [43] and divisive 
hierarchical clustering [67]; Partitioning methods, such as k-means algorithm 
[70] and k-medoids algorithm [104]; Density-based methods, DBSCAN [56] and 
OPTICS [9]; Grid-based methods, for example STING [131]; Model-based methods, 
for instance EM [25] and COBWEB [124]. 
Because clustering algorithms do not need labeling information, they are usually 
called unsupervised learning methods. 
4. Mining frequent patterns: Frequent patterns are patterns, such as itemsets, 
subsequences, or substructures that appear in a data set frequently [68]. Frequent 
pattern mining algorithms have been successfully applied in many applications such 
as mining market data. Frequent patterns like "People buying milk also tend to 
buy bread" can be useful in building sales strategies. In the past several decades 
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since Pakesh Agrawal et al published the first frequent pattern mining paper [5], 
many related studies have been conducted, resulting in many efficient and effective 
algorithms in various applications. Basically, the frequent patterns mining algorithms 
can be grouped as follows: frequent itemset mining, frequent sub-sequence mining, 
and frequent sub-structure mining. 
Frequent itemset mining identifies sets of items, such as milk and bread, notebook 
and pen, that appear frequently together in a transactional data set. Apriori algorithm 
[6] is very useful in decreasing the search space. Frequent sub-sequence mining 
identifies frequent sub-sequences, such as customers in Amazon usually buy a 
computer first, then a printer and then a scanner. Frequent sub-structure mining 
intends to mine frequent substructures, such as sub-tree, sub-network, sub-graph, 
sub-lattice. 
Another related data mining task is association rule mining, which applies a 
confidence threshold to rules constructed from frequent itemsets. One example is 
{bread, butter} = > {milk}, which means that people buying bread and butter tend 
to buy milk. 
5. Some other data mining areas: Besides classification, prediction, clustering and 
frequent pattern mining, there are several other growing data mining fields. Text 
mining, multimedia mining, spatial mining and web mining are a few examples l. 
Text mining is a data mining process that extracts useful information from different 
type of texts. Text mining tasks mainly include text categorization [79], text 
clustering [140], concept/entity extraction [57, 102], sentiment analysis [109], 
document summarization [97], entity relation modeling [119] and production of 
granular taxonomies [20]. 
'Classification, prediction, clustering and frequent pattern mining techniques may also be used in these 
applications. 
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Multimedia mining is a relatively new field for data mining [139]. With the 
fast accumulation of multimedia data, such as music, images, videos, audios, 
and hypertexts, the huge demand for extracting useful and interesting information 
from these data results in the fast development of multimedia mining algorithms 
in research and industrial communities. [139] presented a multimedia mining 
prototype, MultiMediaMiner, which is able to extract high-level multimedia information 
and knowledge from large multimedia data bases. In [36], a multimedia data mining 
framework for discovering important but previously unknown knowledge such as 
vehicle identification, traffic flow, and the spatial-temporal relations of the vehicles 
at the intersections from traffic video sequences is proposed. 
Web mining mines patterns from world wide web. It can be roughly divided into 
three broad categories, i.e., web usage mining, web structure mining and web content 
mining [86]. Web usage mining is the process that extracts useful information from 
server logs, user histories for example. Web usage mining analyzes user interactions 
with a web server. Click stream analysis [99] is a good example of web usage mining. 
Web structure mining focuses on the structure of hyper links between webpages. 
One of the most active research areas in web structure mining are probably social 
networks [48, 49, 19]. Web content mining intends to mine contents stored and 
published in Internet, such as XML documents, HTML, and plaintext. 
1.2. Various Data Sources and Types of Data 
The most common data sources include relational databases, transactional databases, 
data warehouses, specialized database systems, flat files, images, data streams, multimedia 
data, and World Wide Web. 
A relational database consists of a collection of interrelated data tables. Each table 
has one or more columns, which we call "attributes" or "features". Each row in a table 
is referred to as a record, object, example, data point, or instance. Sometimes a record is 
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also referred as a vector, where its attribute values serve as dimension values for the vector. 
Tabular datasets are the most common type of data used for data mining purpose. In Sec. 
1.1, most data mining algorithms operate on tabular data sets. 
A data warehouse is a repository of information collected from multiple sources, 
stored under a unified schema, and that usually resides at a single site [68]. The data in 
a warehouse are usually summarized data. For example, a data warehouse usually stores 
summarized data for the transactions (per item type or per category) for each store, instead 
of storing each transaction. Thus, a data warehouse typically follows a multidimensional 
database structure, in which each dimension corresponds to an attribute or a set of attributes 
in the schema, and each cell has aggregated information. 
A transactional database consists of a file where each record represents a transaction, 
which typically includes a unique transaction identity number and a list of the items 
included in the transaction [132]. Additional tables maybe also associated with a 
transactional database, describing each transaction in more details. Frequent pattern mining 
and its related technique Association rule mining, which is discussed in Sec. 1.1, are often 
performed in transaction databases. 
The advance of technology and the requirement of storing new types of data resulted 
in the development of specialized databases [68]. Currently, specialized databases mainly 
include object-relational databases which are constructed based on an object-relational data 
model, temporal databases that stores relational data that include time-related attributes, 
sequence databases which store sequences of ordered events, spatial databases that contain 
spacial-related information, spatiotemporal databases which store spatial objects that 
change with time, text databases that contain word descriptions for objects, multimedia 
databases in which image, audio, and video data are stored, heterogeneous databases that 
consist of a set of interconnected and autonomous component databases, data streams 
where data flow in and out of an observation platform dynamically, the world wide web 
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in which huge amount of web pages are connected. 
1.3. Contributions of This Research 
This study aims to mine important vector-item patterns hidden across diverse data 
sets. We consider sets of continuous attributes as vector data. Various types of data can be 
represented or transformed to vector data. For example, a time series can be viewed as a 
vector where each time point is considered as a dimension; In image processing, an image 
usually is analyzed through the extracted features which also can be considered as vector 
data; In text mining, a document can be represented using a word vector; Furthermore, a 
large amount of item information may also be available for these vector data set. Besides 
those common 'Item data', which are mentioned in many other research publications, such 
as those in market basket research [5] or protein domain information [111], we consider 
any data that can serve as group informations such as those from clustering algorithms 
as item data. Corresponding to the previous vector data examples, if the time series is 
the price change in stock, then item data could be the stock's sector information. The 
item information for an image vector may be the image's category, for instance 'animal' 
or 'building'; If the vector data is a document's word vector, then the document's type, 
'Sports' or 'Scientific' for example, would be good item information. 
If the vectors selected by an item2 show an unexpected density, we consider the item 
to show a vector-item pattern. Figure 1.1 illustrates the concept. Each of the circles 
represents an object or transaction. The spatial position of the object corresponds to a 
vector attribute. In general, a vector attribute is composed of D continuous attributes that 
are assumed to form a vector space. In Figure 1.1, circles that are solid black represent 
the objects, for which a particular item is present. Only a single item is represented in 
this image, but the process can be applied to many items. In the left panel the solid black 
circles are close together. The right panel shows objects with the same vector data as the 
2By select we mean that the vectors hold the item under consideration. 
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of objects that are characterized by vector data (position in plane) 
and item data (circles solid black). The angular distribution of all objects and of only those 
objects with the item are shown around the perimeter. The left panel shows an example of 
an existing vector-item pattern; no pattern is observed for the example in the right panel. 
left panel, but the item data are associated with different objects. Although the vector data 
are identical, the item data look far more distributed. The setting on the left side illustrates 
what we consider a vector-item pattern. 
In the following chapters, we will discuss several vector-item pattern mining 
algorithms and their applications. The vector-item pattern mining algorithms can be 
basically grouped into two categories: histogram-based algorithms and point distribution 
algorithms. 
In Chapters 2 - 6, we will discuss the histogram-based vector-item pattern mining 
algorithms and their applications. 
In Chapter 7, we will discuss the point distribution vector-item pattern mining 
algorithm and its application in sequential clustering. 
1.4. Evolution of Vector-Item Pattern Mining Algorithms and Author's Contribution 
This dissertation is composed of several published and submitted papers. The idea 
of vector-Item pattern was first proposed by Dr. Anne Denton in 2007. I developed the 
first vector-item pattern mining algorithm, namely the subspace-based vector-item pattern 
mining algorithm. The algorithm and its application for annotating protein domains were 
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published in [134]. The subspace-based vector-item pattern mining algorithm will be given 
in Chapter 3. 
In a subsequent project for which we collaborated with Dr. Birgit M. Priiss' group, we 
related patterns of gene expression in a set of microarray experiments to functional groups 
of proteins. The vector-item pattern mining algorithm lent itself naturally to this project, 
when considering functional groups as item information and gene expression as vector 
data. The challenge of this project was that biologists are more interested in the genes 
that are differentially expressed. To find significant vector-item patterns in which genes 
are also differentially expressed, we developed the product similarity-based vector-item 
pattern mining algorithm and afterwards applied it on a previously published Escherichia 
coli data set [108]. The algorithm and its application were published in [47]. In this project, 
I did all the calculations including those of comparison software, created plots and tables 
to show experiment results, and participated in the writing of the paper3. The product 
similarity-based vector-item pattern mining algorithm will be discussed in Chapter 4. 
I was very interested in identifying the instances within an item set that make this 
item set hold a significant vector-item pattern. These instances usually have a high density 
specific to the item set. In histogram-based vector-item pattern mining algorithms, by 
comparing observed and expected density histograms (definitions will be given in Sec. 
2), we can identify these important instances 4. In time series data sets, these instances 
tend to show coherent behavior. Furthermore, we developed an efficient quasi-clique 
mining algorithm which is further applied to these important instances. Through comparing 
DBScan and Kmeans clustering algorithms, we show the efficiency and effectiveness of the 
proposed algorithm. The algorithm was published in [133], and an extended version was 
submitted. In this project, I developed the algorithm and wrote a first draft of the paper. 
Thanks to Dr. Anne Denton for improving the writing of the paper. The algorithm will be 
3A11 authors contributed equally in writing up the paper 
4Details are given in Sec. 5 
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discussed in Chapter 5 in great detail. 
There are two main drawbacks of using subspace-based and product similarity-based 
vector-item pattern mining algorithms. The first one is that it does not work well on small 
data sets5. The second one is that in some cases, the instances in significant vector-item 
patterns identified by subspace-based and product similarity-based algorithms are more 
sparse than those in a random sample6. To solve these problems, we adopted the "effect 
size" analysis concept, and substituted the x2 goodness-of-fit-test with effect size analysis 
when comparing the density histograms. In a project, for which we collaborated with 
the NDSU Center for Nanoscale Science and Engineering (CNSE), we developed an 
algorithm for identifying important design regions in a combinatorial design that has one 
or multiple responses. The importance of a design region is measured through a model that 
incorporates the effect size and confidence intervals of the design region. The important 
design regions will not only lead to low variances of multiple responses, but will also 
optimize them in the same step. By comparing with product similarity-based algorithm, 
we show the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed algorithm. In this project, I 
developed the algorithm, performed the experiments and wrote a first draft of the paper. 
The algorithm will be presented in Chapter 6. 
To further improve the accuracy of vector-item pattern mining algorithms, we 
adopted information theory (Kullback Leibler divergence in particular), which resulted 
in the development of point distribution algorithm. While histogram-based vector-item 
pattern mining algorithms summarize point (vector) distributions first and then compare 
the density histograms, the point distribution algorithm calculates the Kullback-Leibler 
divergence of kernel densities. A vector-item pattern is considered to hold if the 
Kullback-Leibler divergence between the probability density function (PDF) of the sample 
and a random subsample is large. We demonstrate that the point distribution algorithm is 
5Details are given in Sec. 6 
6In some domains, these vector-item patterns could probably be interesting for the domains' experts. 
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more effective on gene expression and other data than any of the comparison algorithms. 
The algorithm was published in [45]. In this project, the algorithm was developed jointly 
by Dr. Anne Denton and me. Since the paper was solely written by Dr. Anne Denton, only 
a brief description of the point distribution algorithm will be given in Chapter 7. 
The point-distribution algorithm provides us with a very effective way to compare 
subset distributions w.r.t. overall distributions. The "Sequential Data Clustering" 
algorithm, which was published in [135], shows that the idea can be extended to comparing 
two overall distributions. We applied the algorithm in the ICMLA2010 speech recognition 
challenge, and our solution ranked among the top 3 in the challenge. The Sequential Data 
Clustering algorithms was mainly developed by me and the corresponding paper was also 
largely written by me. The Sequential Data Clustering algorithm will be given in Chapter 
7. 
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CHAPTER 2. HISTOGRAM-BASED VECTOR-ITEM PATTERN 
MINING ALGORITHMS 
In histogram-based vector-item pattern mining algorithms, we use density histograms 
to summarize neighborhood relationships between objects, either from a group that has the 
same item data or from randomly selected samples. 
Fig. 2.1 illustrates the problem of interest, records are represented by circles. The 
vector data determine the positions of the circles in the plane; Existence of the item is 
represented as solid black filling. Histograms in the two bottom panels summarize the 
distribution of neighbors with the items. The top left panel shows an item set in which 
objects are close to each other. We can notice from its corresponding histogram (the left 
bottom one), that all six objects with the item have five neighbors within the item set. The 
top right panel shows the same vector data. However, in contrast to the left panel, the 
objects with the item data are far more distributed, which can also be seen from the right 
bottom histogram. Only one object has four neighbors, three object have three neighbors 
and two objects have two neighbors within the item set. Since the histograms summarize 
the density of an item set, we will call them density histograms. 
To determine whether an item set shows an unexpected density, we draw multiple 
random samples that have the same size as the item set, and construct density histograms 
for the item set as well as the random samples. If the density histogram for the item set is 
significantly different 7 from the one that is averaged from those of random samples, we 
determine that the item set is significant and thus shows a vector-item pattern. 
Definition 1: Observed Density Histogram: The density histogram that is constructed 
for an item set under consideration. 
Definition 2: Expected Density Histogram: The density histogram that is constructed 
by averaging multiple random samples which have the same size as the item set under 
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Figure 2.1: Sketch of a vector-item pattern between a 2-dimensional vector and one item. 
Records are represented by circles. The vector data determine the positions of the circles 
in the plane; existence of the item is represented as solid black filling. Bottom: Histograms 
summarize the distribution of neighbors with the item. Left: Records that have the item 
are close (vector-item pattern noticeable). Right: Same vector data as left but item data are 
distributed such that no vector-item pattern is noticeable. 
consideration. 
We call the density histogram for the item set Observed Density Histogram, and the 
density histogram that is constructed from random samples Expected Density Histogram, 
since the random samples serve as the expected distribution for the item set. 
2.1. Outline of Histogram-Based Vector-Item Mining Algorithms 
The histogram-based vector-item mining algorithms include the following steps: 
(1) Normalization 
Vector data set are first normalized so that the data from the respective noise models 
lead to homogeneous density distributions. We will discuss the normalization process in 
the following chapters in greater details. 
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(2) Density Histograms Construction 
The observed density histogram as well as the expected density histogram are 
constructed for each item data, using various distance criteria. 
Suppose a vector data set includes D continuous attributes, i.e., each vector has D 
dimensions, x% G R, 0 < i < D. Binary item data B^,0 < i < M represents the presence 
of item i, with M distinct items occurring in the database. A data set with a single vector 
attribute is defined through the relation R(V, Bl...BM). Each binary attribute B^ defines 
a subset of the vector data. For each of these subsets, the density is summarized using the 
observed density histogram. The sub-relation R^ defined by item B^ is given through the 
following selection function (a) 
RM = aBM(R) (1) 
and the corresponding set of points is given through a projection (ir) to vector attribute 
V: 
y W = 7 T y ( i ? W ) . (2) 
For each V^\ we summarize the density distribution through a histogram. We 
assume that a neighbor selector function c has been defined so that it has the following 
property: 
{ 1 if y is to be considered a neighbor of x (3) 0 else 
Given c(x,y), the observed density histogram of V can be defined such that each x, 
for which the sum of neighbors is equal to k, contributes 1 to the kth bin hk: 
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hk = 2_/4,s(x) V/c 
xev 
with s(x) = ^ c ( x , y ) , (4) 
yev 
where 5jj is the Kronecker delta, which is 1 when i = j and 0 otherwise. 
To construct the expected density histogram, we select multiple random samples 
which have the same size as the item data, and for each sample we construct its density 
histogram using the same procedure as for the observed density histogram, as discussed 
above. Then the expected density histogram is constructed by averaging these random 
density histograms. 
This construction requires creating density histograms for many random samples, and 
is therefore very time consuming. Thus we created theoretical models of expected density 
histograms for each noise model, which will be discussed in the following chapters. 
(3) Determining Significance 
We apply a x2 goodness-of-fit test or effect size analysis (Cohen's D is used in this 
study) to the density histograms. The item sets that are significant at 5% level or have a 
Cohen's D greater than 0.8 are considered significant/important, which means the item data 
and the vector data show a vector-item pattern. 
Algorithm 1 summarizes the whole procedure of histogram-based vector-item mining 
algorithms. First the whole data set is normalized. For each item, the objects are selected 
within the item (line 4). Then the observed density histogram is constructed (line 5 to line 
7). Switch UsingTheoreticalModel is used to determine whether a theoretical model is 
used or multiple random samples are extracted to construct the expected density histogram. 
Function SignificanceTest is used to compare the observed density histogram with the 
theoretical model (or the expected density histogram). We basically use two types of 
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/* of each item */ 
/* vector of zeros */ 
significance test. In Sections 3, 4 and 5, we use a x2 goodness-of-fit test to test the two 
density histograms. In Section 6, we use an effect size analysis (Cohen's D) instead. 
Algorithm 1: Density Histogram Algorithm 




1 normPts = normalize(j)ts); 
2 hist = zeros(l,nPts); 
3 foreach it 6 items do 
itemPts = fmdPomts(normPts,it); 
foreach x e itemPts do 
dens = NumberOfNeighbors(x); 
hist(dens)++; 
randHist = zeros(l, nPts); 
if UsingTheoreticalModel==l then 
randHist=ConstructTheoreticalModel(normPts,occurrences(zi)); 
n else 
12 for i=l:nAv do 
13 randPts = randSubset(normPis,occurrences(it)); 
14 foreach x e randPts do 




randHist/ = nAv; 
significance(it) = SignincanceTest(/iis£, randHist); 
19 return significance 
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CHAPTER 3. SUBSPACED-BASED VECTOR-ITEM PATTERN 
MINING ALGORITHM AND ITS APPLICATION IN MINING 
VECTOR-ITEM PATTERNS FOR ANNOTATING PROTEIN 
DOMAINS 
3.1. Introduction 
For many years, disk space has grown exponentially at rates higher than Moore's law 
for the number of microprocessors on a chip. A consequence is not only that larger tables 
are stored, but also that the diversity of data associated with any one entity has increased. 
In bioinformatics the increased storage capacity has been matched with developments in 
high-throughput experimentation. It is typical that any one protein is not only characterized 
by its sequence and derived sequence signatures, but also by results from high-throughput 
experimentation, text from scientific publications related to the protein, and other types of 
data. 
Many algorithms for finding frequent or characteristic patterns have been developed 
for item data [5, 6, 73], continuous data [28], and combinations thereof [122, 116, 38]. 
The assumption behind such algorithms is that each of the continuous attributes represents 
a separate fact that may independently be related to any combination of the categorical 
attributes. This assumption, however, is not always valid. Multiple continuous attributes 
often represent a coherent concept that may or may not be related to items in the database. 
Gene expression experiments may be performed as time course experiments, in which 
different attributes correspond to the same overall experimental condition and differ only 
in the time that has passed since the beginning of the experiment. Feature vectors in image 
analysis and word vectors in text mining, are also examples of continuous data for which 
similarity is normally determined from a combination of many or all of the attributes. 
Figure 2.1 illustrates the problem. Each of the circles represents an object or 
transaction. The spatial position of the object corresponds to a vector attribute, that is 
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— in this example — two-dimensional. In general, a vector attribute is composed of D 
continuous attributes that are assumed to form a vector space. In Figure 2.1, circles that are 
solid black represent objects, for which a particular item is present. Only a single item is 
represented in this image, but the process can be applied to many items. In the left panel the 
solid black circles are close together. For each of the solid circles all of the other circles can 
be considered "close" according to the closeness criteria we develop in Section 3.3.4. The 
histogram under the left panel reflects the observation that there are five objects that have 
the item of interest, each of which has six neighbors that have the item. The right panel 
shows objects with the same vector data as the left panel, but the item data are associated 
with different objects. Although the vector data are identical, the item data look far more 
distributed, and the histogram shows that relevant objects only have two to four neighbors. 
The setting on the left side illustrates what we consider a vector-item pattern. 
A natural test as to whether the histograms that represent the data are exceptional is 
based on random permutations. If a random selection of an equal number data points leads 
to a similar histogram, then the selection criterion / item is not related to the vector data. 
We will show in Section 3.3.5 that the expected distribution of points can also be evaluated 
analytically. 
So far, biologists who do time-course experiments are faced with cumbersome gene 
lists that are difficult to interpret. They may notice that several of the genes that are 
similarly expressed also have certain interesting domains or functional annotations. Such 
reasoning corresponds to a two-step process, in which the expression data is first analyzed 
with traditional techniques and relationships with domain or functional data are studied 
as a separate step. We use this hypothetical two-step process for comparison purposes in 
Section 3.4. Our approach removes the artificial separation of the two steps and directly 
returns the domain or functional information. 
In our algorithm, the vector data are normalized based on rank order. We then use the 
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existence of a categorical attribute value as filter to derive subsets. For each of those subsets 
we create a density histogram that summarizes the number of neighbors to each point. A 
point is considered a neighbor if the number of dimensions in which it is within a predefined 
range exceeds a predefined threshold. We study the choice of range and threshold parameter 
extensively. We show that our algorithm is both effective and efficient for an example 
data set consisting of Interpro domain information [118], and gene expression data from 
cell-cycle experiments [121] for all yeast genes. 
3.2. Related Work 
Much work has been done on clustering gene expression data to find the genes 
that show a similar differential expression pattern under the given conditions [78, 55, 14, 
82, 117, 39]. While this work does not directly relate genes to domain or functional 
information, it is worth noting that functional information is sometimes used to improve 
clustering results [80, 83]. Simultaneous identification of functional groups and the 
genes that belong to them has been achieved through biclustering techniques [37]. Such 
approaches assume that the vector data show multiple groups, which is not assumed in our 
approach. The significance of clustering results has been studied in the context of validation 
of clustering approaches [137], and functional information has been considered in this 
context [22]. Expression patterns have also been used to identify differentially expressed 
genes in time course experiments [44, 62, 15, 121]. 
It has frequently been observed that the Euclidean distance and other Lp norms are 
problematic in high dimensions [3], and new distance measures have been developed [2] 
that only consider a subset of dimensions over which points are close. We use a similar 
concept of requiring a fraction of dimensions to be within a given range. We show that 
such a distance measure can be interpreted as a subspace-based evaluation. In contrast 
to conventional subspace clustering based on axis-parallel projections [4], our distance 
measure evaluates similarity in any of the projections. More importantly our algorithm 
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searches for subsets of the data that show inhomogeneities rather than looking for clusters 
in the full set of points. 
The normalization in this algorithm is related to quantile normalization [23] in that 
the quantile of a point determines its normalized value. In our normalization we consider 
a constant distribution as reference distribution. Such a normalization results in distances 
that are closely related to the mass-distance discussed in [138]. 
3.3. Algorithm 
3.3.1. Vector and Item Data 
We consider D continuous attributes, x% € R, 0 < i < D, that are known to be related 
based on background knowledge, as one "vector" attribute x with domain dom(x) = RD. 
The set of occurring data points (extant domain) is V C RD. In principle, a data set 
can have arbitrarily many vector attributes. Each of the vector attributes is considered 
separately in the pattern mining step. Note that the continuous attributes that form vector 
attribute x do not have to come from the same source. Different combinations of attributes 
can, furthermore, be considered separately. In the evaluation, we determine patterns 
involving four sets of experiments as separate vector attributes and also search for patterns 
involving the full set of all continuous attributes. 
Similar to the original formalism of Agrawal et al. [5] we consider item data as 
Boolean attributes B^\0 < i < M, that represent the presence of item i, with M distinct 
items occurring in the database. Conjunctions of the Boolean item attributes could be 
considered and, among item data, the usual downward closure statement based on support 
remains valid. However, the significance measure of vector-item patterns does not satisfy 
the downward closure property. For the evaluation in Section 3.4 we limit our discussion 
to patterns that involve individual item and vector attributes and, thereby, avoid using a 
support threshold beyond the requirements of the statistical analysis. 
A data set with a single vector attribute is defined through the relation R(V,B^ ... B^). 
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Generalization to multiple vector attributes is straightforward. 
3.3.2. Outline of the Algorithm 
To find patterns among vector and item data we perform the following steps 
1. Normalization: Vector Data are normalized such that they homogeneously fill a 
given interval in each individual dimension. Details of the normalization are given in 
Section 3.3.3 
2. Density Histogram Computation: For each item, a density histogram analogous to 
the bottom part of Figure 2.1 is calculated. Density histograms are at the center of 
the algorithm and are discussed in Section 3.3.4. 
3. Computation of Expected Histogram: For each item, significance is determined 
in comparison with the expected histogram. The expected histogram can either be 
calculated based on theoretical considerations or through random sampling. Both 
approaches are discussed in Section 3.3.5. 
4. Determining Significance: Once the observed and expected histograms are known, 
the significance is determined using a \2 test. Those domains that are significant 
at the 5% level are returned as having a strong pattern with the vector data under 
consideration. 
5. Considering Multiple Vector Data Sets: The process can be repeated for different 
vector data sets. 
3.3.3. Normalization 
The basic idea for normalizing attributes such that they are evenly distributed in each 
dimension is to convert to rank order and scale the result accordingly. One may consider 








where 5(x) is the Dirac delta function and e > 0 is a number smaller than all differences 
between attribute values. Note, however, that this transformation maps equal values into 
equal values. That means that some attribute values may occur multiple times, and the 
modeling through a constant distribution is less accurate. 
This problem is more serious than it may initially appear: In practice, gene expression 
data are not available with arbitrary precision, and the same holds for most other types of 
data that are commonly called "continuous". The data set we used for the evaluation only 
lists two digits after the decimal point. Considering that the data set has over 7000 records, 
some values occur more than 100 times. We cannot uniquely decide on a rank order among 
these, nor do we expect that the experimental precision is high enough to make such a rank 
order meaningful. However, assigning the same normalized value multiple times results in 
a poor fit with the model of a constant distribution. In practice, we assign a random ordering 
to the records. This is not expected to increase the inherent error since experiments are 
typically designed such that the resolution of the output values is higher than the precision 
of the experiment. 
3.3.4. Density Histograms 
The goal of the density histogram computation is to summarize the distribution of 
data points with respect to the item of interest. Each Boolean attribute B^> defines a subset 
of the vector data. For each of these subsets the density is summarized. The sub-relation 
RW defined by item B^> is given through the selection (er) 
R® = aB{i)(R) (6) 
and the corresponding set of points is given through a projection (it) to vector attribute V 
V®=7TV(R®). (7) 
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For each V^\ we summarize the density distribution through a histogram. We 
assume that a neighbor selector function c has been defined that has the following property 
{ 1 if y is to be considered a neighbor of x (8) 0 else 
For the density definition of conventional density-based clustering with a uniform 
kernel, the neighbor selector would be 
{ 1 if |x - y | < d/2 (9) 0 else 
where d is the diameter of the hypersphere that defines a neighborhood. Note that c is of 
type integer and does not satisfy the normalization conditions of a kernel function. 
Given c(x,y), a density histogram of V can be defined such that each x, for which the 
sum of neighbors is equal to k, contributes 1 to hk 
hk = ]P<5fc,s(x) Vfc 
with s(x) = 5 ^ c ( x , y ) , (10) 
yev 
where 5ij is the Kronecker delta, which is 1 when i = j and 0 otherwise. Figure 3.1 
shows the histogram for a real domain (black) and for an average over random subsets of 
transactions (red). 
In the proposed algorithm, we use a neighbor selector for which we only require a 
fixed fraction of dimensions to match rather than the uniform one of equation (9). We 
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Figure 3.1: Histograms for a real domain from the Interpro database (black) and a random 
subset of genes (red) with the same number of elements. 
exceeds a threshold tD, with D being the total number of dimensions and t €]0,1]. 
Csubspacev-") Y) 
1 if
 Ylicid{xi,yi) > tD 
0 else, 
(11) 
where cia(xu yz) is a one-dimensional neighbor selector. Note that for t = 1 this definition 
requires values in each dimension to satisfy c\d{xi, Vi) = 1- For Cid(xi, y%) = \x% — ?A| < 
r /2 this corresponds to defining distances on the basis of the MAX metric, i.e. the distance 
is determined by the maximum of distances in individual dimensions. In practice, we found 
it useful to limit ttote [0.2,0.8]. 
The neighbor selector of equation (11) can also be interpreted as being subspace-based. 
Requiring that a point be close in a fraction of t dimensions is equivalent to saying that the 
point should be within any one of the axis-parallel projections of a hypercube that satisfy 
the requirements of the one-dimensional selector cid(xl,yl) and the maximum number of 
dimensions over which projections have been performed (1 — t)D. 
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Figure 3.2 illustrates the subspaces for two dimensions in which a minimum of 1 
dimension is required to match, corresponding to a t in the interval ]0,0.5]. In the light 
shaded areas only one of the dimensions respectively corresponds to regions within the 







Figure 3.2: Illustration of subspaces in two dimensions. Subspaces that extend beyond the 
volume defined by the normalization procedure are shifted to fit completely inside. 
It is important for our concept that neighbor distributions of randomly distributed 
points only depend on the number of points and not on the position of the central point with 
respect to the normalization volume. For that reason we have to ensure that the volume for 
which csubspace(x, y) = 1 does not depend on x. We do so by shifting this volume such that 
it does not extend beyond the boundaries of the volume defined by the normalization. The 
dashed lines in Figure 3.2 illustrate an area that is defined by [x\ — 0.5, x\ + 0.5] in two 
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dimensions. Note how this area exceeds the boundaries of the square with side length 1 
over which the normalized data extend. The shaded area illustrates the shifted area, which 
is entirely enclosed in the square. In general, the one-dimensional neighborhood selector 
Cid(xi,yi) is defined as 
cid{xi,yi) = < 
1 if (yi > m in ( | -r,Xi~ §)) 
Aft/i < m a x ( - § + r,xt + §)) (12) 
0 else 
This definition is not symmetric in x and y, i.e. point y may be within range of point 
x without point x being within range of point y. We can use such a measure since we are 
only interested in the statistical properties of sets of points, and do not make statements 
about individual points. Figure 3.3 shows the subspace setup in 3 dimensions. An example 
volume with r = 0.5 and t = 0.5 is highlighted. In three dimensions, t = 0.5 means that a 
data point must be within the specified range for at least 2 dimensions. 
3.3.5. Determining Significance 
We search for vector-item patterns by comparing observed histograms with their 
expected counterparts. Hence, we must first determine the expected distribution for the 
given number of transactions. In principle, a theoretical derivation can be used for this 
purpose. We first consider the probability of a data point being within the given range for 
exactly one axis parallel projection of the £>-dimensional space. Let us assume that the 
projected space is d-dimensional. The probability of a point being within range r of the 
total interval [—0.5,0.5] for any one dimension is p = r. The probability of being within 
range r for d dimensions is p = rd. We assume that the point is not within range for the 
remaining D — d dimensions. The probability of being in precisely the subspace under 
consideration is 





Figure 3.3: Illustration of the volume that defines the neighborhood of an example point 
in three dimensions, with range r = 0.5. Threshold t could be anywhere in the interval 
]l/3, 2/3] to yield this image. 
The number of subspaces with d dimensions is D\/d\(D — d)\. Hence, the probability of 
finding a point within any subspace of at least d = \tD dimensions, where " [" is the ceiling 
operator, is given by the cumulative binomial probability density function 
p = E ° / ^ 
i=d 
r
l{l-r) D-i (14) 
\ l J 
= binocdf(L» -d,D,l-r) 
where Matlab notation was used in the second line. 
Given this probability p, we can calculate the expected distribution for the density 
histogram h. This distribution depends on the number of transactions Nt that are selected 
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by the item attribute of interest b{. 
pk(l-p)N'~k (15) 
Although equations (14) and (15) are both governed by underlying binomial distributions, 
they represent entirely different properties of the system. Equation (14) makes a statement 
about one point relative to another point. The probability of the point being within the 
neighborhood of the other is given by a binomial distribution, because the D dimensions 
of the difference vector are considered to be independent. The point is only required to 
be within range for d out of a total of D dimensions. Equation (15) makes a statement 
about all points in one vector subset V%. We evaluate the neighborhoods for each one of the 
points as center. For each center, we know that any one other point is in a neighborhood 
with probability p. The probability that k points out of the total of Nz points are within the 
neighborhood is given by a binomial distribution. We sample the distribution by picking 
every point as center once, hence the prefactor Nt. 
We compare the observed and expected distribution using a standard x2 goodness-of-fit 
test. Bins at both ends of the distribution are merged until the expected number is at least 5. 
If intermediate bins have an expected number smaller than 5 then pairs of bins are merged 
until no more bins have an expected number < 5 (one recommended strategy according to 
[96]). A vector-item pattern is considered significant if the \2 goodness-of-fit test yields a 
p-Value < 0.05. 
In practice, we derive the expected distribution by averaging over a large number of 
randomly picked subsets (in the evaluation we use 50). This step ensures that the expected 
distribution appropriately reflects the real distribution even when the distribution of the 
complete data set deviates from the fully random model. Such deviations can occur since 
we can only fix the distribution of individual dimensions. Correlations among attributes 
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can potentially still lead to inhomogeneous distributions in multi-dimensional subspaces 
and the full space. The data set we use also suffers from many missing values. In Figure 
3.4 an averaged distribution is plotted against the theoretical binomial distribution. For this 
plot, imputation was used and missing values were replaced by zeros before normalization. 
It can be seen that, although the fit is not perfect, p-Values based on both types of evaluation 
are closely related. 
10 10" 1 0 ' 10 
P-Value Binomial Distribution 
10 
Figure 3.4: p-Value for all Interpro domains comparing with a binomial distribution 
(rightward) and an experimentally determined comparison distribution (upward). 
The complete algorithm can be seen as Algorithm 2. An iteration is performed over 
all items and, for each item, densities are evaluated at the location of each point that has the 
given item. "findPts" selects those vectors for which the item is present, and "randSubset" 
selects a random subset of the same number of points. "NumberOfNeighbors" function is 
given by a sum over equation (11) 
dens(x) = ^ csubspace(x,y) 
y&pts 
(16) 
A faster version of the algorithm would use the equation 15 to determine the comparison 
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1 normPts = normalize(pts); 
2 hist = zeros(l,nPts); 
3 foreach it € items do 
/* nPts data points */ 
/* of each item */ 











itemPts - findPomts(normPts,it); 
foreach x £ itemPts do 
dens = NumberOfNeighbors(x); 
hist{dens)++; 
randHist = zeros(l, nPts); 
for i=l:nAv do 
randPts = randSubset(normP£s,occurrences(i£)); 
foreach x € randPts do 
dens - NumberOfNeighbors(x); 
randHist(dens)++; 
14 randHist/ = nAv; 
is significance{ii) = SignificanceTest(/izst, randHist); 
16 return significance 
distribution, but in this paper we opted for accuracy of the result. 
3.3.6. Parameter Choices 
Our algorithm allows, in principle, choice of the two parameters, r (range) and 
t (threshold). Fortunately, one of the parameters can be chosen based on fundamental 
considerations alone: Our algorithm is expected to be most sensitive to local density 
fluctuations if the probability that enters into equation (15) itself is sensitive to fluctuations. 
In the random model with uniform distribution, p depends on input parameters t and r as 
shown in Figure 3.5 for D = 20. The slope of the distribution is largest for rD = d, 
which can be seen as follows: The maximum of the slope of a cumulative density function 
is found at the maximum of the corresponding probability density function, which is at 
D — d = (1 — r)D, or d = rD for the distribution in equation (14). Since all our data sets 
have D > 10, we ignore the ceiling operator in d = \tD and choose r = t for all of our 
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Figure 3.5: Probability p of a point satisfying r (range) and t (threshold) criteria for D=20. 
experiments, regardless of whether tD is an integer. The choice of the remaining parameter 
r = t is somewhat data set dependent. We evaluate different choices and find that typically 
r = t = 0.5 leads to the most stable results. 
3.4. Experimental Evaluation 
The algorithm is implemented in MATLAB, allowing us to access many of the 
statistics functions directly as part of the Statistics Toolbox. For simplicity, we use a 
bitvector representation for items, since vectors can be handled much more easily in 
MATLAB than sets. We did not encounter memory limitations for the data sets we 
considered. 
3.4.1. Evaluation of Gene Expression Data 
In our first evaluation we use gene expression data sets from cell cycle experiments 
on yeast [121] as vector data, which are available at [120]. Table 3.1 summarizes the 
properties of the four data sets from separate experiments. 
Item data come from the Interpro database, in which information on protein domains, 
motifs, and other kinds of sequence signatures is collected and combined [100]. For 
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simplicity, we refer to all sequence signatures as domains. Yeast domains are available 
at [118]. We limit our study those domains for which significance can be evaluated without 
violating the constraint of having at least 5 instances in at least 2 bins, limiting the set to 
329 domains. 
We evaluate effectiveness by applying the algorithm separately to the four data sets 
corresponding to different experiments. For each data set, we determine the domains that 
are significantly related to the vector data at the 5% level. We then compare the two 
sets using a ^2-test on the contingency table of the results. We use a x2-test with Yates 
correction for all our tests on contingency tables to account for possibly small cell values 
[136]. 
As an example, the results for the Alpha data set and the Cdcl5 data set have a 
contingency table 3.2. 












The contingency table shows that for almost two thirds of the predictions there is 
agreement between both data sets. This is a reasonably good result, considering, that 
the experiments were performed independently. The p-value for this contingency table 
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is 4.52E-8, indicating that it would be highly unlikely to get such an overlap accidentally. 
Table 3.3 summarizes the mutual overlap and /^-values for all data sets we considered, 
using r — 0.5 as range. The combination of all data sets, resulting in a single data set with 
77 columns ("All") is also shown. The diagonal represents the number of domains found 
as significant for each of the techniques. The upper triangular matrix shows the overlap 
between any two of the experiments. Set below is a lower triangular matrix that gives the 
p-value of the contingency table corresponding to the two data sets, /^-values that are below 
the 5% significance level are rendered in bold face. 
Table 3.3 furthermore shows a comparison with a traditional type of analysis. For this 
comparison we created contingency tables of genes that have a particular domain compared 
with genes that have been identified as cell cycle genes in [121]. Significance is determined 
using a %2 test with Yates correction. 54 domains are significant in this analysis. Note that 
the total number of domains that are considered significant is larger for our own evaluation, 
which identified up to 219 domains as significant. 






















































We now look at an example domain in more detail. The domain G3DSA:2.130.10.90, 
which was used as an example in Figure 3.1, occurs 117 times in the yeast data set. 
Comparing the occurrence of this domain with the Spellman subset, we get the contingency 
table 3.4. 
The/?-value based on x2-test with Yates correction is 0.071, which is not considered 
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significant, and the number of occurrences of domain G3DSA: 1.25.40.20 in the genes from 
the Spellman set (9 times) is actually smaller than would be expected by chance (15.1 
times). In our own analysis, using the combined data set, this domain has p-value that is 
below the smallest double precision value in MATLAB and is hence considered significant, 
which is in accordance with the impression gained from Figure 3.1. 
The overall consistency among our results gives a strong indication that our algorithm 
is able to extract reliable expression - domain patterns. Table 3.3 shows that the relationship 
between results from our algorithm is consistently significant, even when expression data 
are from independent experiments. Overlap is particularly high for comparisons with the 
full data set. Naturally, any individual data set is dependent of the full data set. The high 
overlap in results is noteworthy rather because it shows that our algorithm performs as well 
or better for 77-dimensional vector data as for the sets with fewer attributes. 
3.4.2. Evaluation of Time Series Data 
The algorithm is also tested on time series subsequence data. For this evaluation, 
subsequences from a particular time series are associated with one item: the label of the 
time series from which they originate. The significance of the pattern time series label <^=^ 
subsequence vector is tested. This problem can be assumed to be difficult since clusters of 
time series subsequences are notorious for being independent from the time series that was 
used for clustering [85]. 
For this evaluation, 7 data sets from the UCR time series repository [84] are used 
and one independently collected one: The Ecg series (MIT-BIH Arrhythmia Database: 
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mitdblOO) originates from PhysioBank [66]. Descriptions of the data sets from [84] are 
distributed with the data. Subsequences are extracted using a sliding window approach, 
and differences between successive data points are considered as the dimensions of the 
vector space. Windows of length 17 are used resulting in a 16-dimensional vector space. 
1000 data points are collected from each time series and a randomly selected subset of 
100 is used in the evaluation. The data are combined with the full set of points that can be 
extracted from the UCR random walk time series (65520 points). For comparison purposes, 
7 labels are given to samples of 100 randomly picked points from the random walk time 
series. 
A true positive result indicates a label that is associated with a non-random time 
series and is identified as significant at the 5% level. If a label is considered insignificant 
although it belongs to a non-random set, the result is treated as a false negative. A label 
that is associated with random data and is considered (in)significant at the 5% level is a 
false positive (true negative). Figure 3.6 shows the sensitivity (true positives / all positives) 
and specificity (true negatives / all negatives) for 50 runs of the data set described in the 
previous paragraph. It can be seen that the sensitivity is consistently above 0.78. The 
specificity is greater than 0.8 for range values of 0.5 or less. 
It appears that for larger range values the result becomes unreliable, possibly due 
to the overall fluctuations in the data set. Given the challenging nature of time series 
subsequence data the result can be considered very promising. 
3.4.3. Performance 
The algorithm scales linearly with the number of domains. Scaling as a function 
of domain size is quadratic for large domains, since we construct Nz histograms, each 
of which represents Nz points. In our data sets most domains are so small that linear 
contributions related to the x2 test play an important role. Figure 3.7 shows the runtime per 
domain for the gene expression data set plotted as a function of the number of instances 
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Figure 3.6: Sensitivity and Specificity for experiment on time series data. Sensitivity 
refers to the rate of recognizing labels that are associated with time series subsequences. 
Specificity denotes the rate, with which labels that are attached to random data are identified 
as insignificant. 
in the domain, iVj. It can be seen that the initial slope is less than 2 indicating that the 
relationship is not quite quadratic. For larger domain size, the slope increases to a value 
close to 2. Overall, performance was not a major concern to us since individual runs 
for the complete set of domains and the entire yeast genome only took minutes, despite 
the computation-intensive choice of deriving the comparison histogram through averaging 
rather than through equation (15). 
We have not yet tested the algorithm on combinations of domains. The 
density-histogram-based significance measure does not satisfy downward closure. Hence, a 
satisfactory performance of an itemset-based evaluation would have to be achieved through 
setting a support threshold. We are currently working on techniques for vector-item-patterns 
that are better suited to patterns involving itemsets and multiple vectors. 
3.5. Conclusions 
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Figure 3.7: Runtime for evaluation of a single domain for one parameter with expected 
distribution derived from 50 examples. 
density histograms. Subsets of the vector data, which are defined by the item data 
are the basis for the histograms. A density measure is used that considers subspaces. 
Histograms based on the observed densities at data points are compared with their expected 
counterparts. A normalization is chosen such that the expected density histograms 
approximately follow a binomial distribution. Effectiveness and efficiency of our algorithm 
have been demonstrated using cell-cycle gene expression data and Interpro domain 
annotations as well as time series subsequence data. We have shown that our algorithm 
produces results that are consistent among independent experimental data. Comparison 
with a conventional technique shows that overlap is significant for one of our data sets. 
For time series subsequence data we were able to show quantitatively that labels associated 
with non-random data can be recognized with sensitivity and specificity greater than 0.8. 
This work introduces a new approach toward relating continuous vector data and item data 
that is potentially valuable in many application areas. 
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CHAPTER 4. PRODUCT SIMILARITY-BASED VECTOR-ITEM 
PATTERN MINING ALGORITHM AND ITS APPLICATION IN 
RELATING PROTEIN FUNCTIONS TO GENE EXPRESSION 
DATA 
In this study, we tried to relate patterns of gene expression in a set of microarray 
experiments to functional groups. Biologists are interested in patterns in which genes 
are differentially expressed 8. Therefore, the subspace-based histogram vector-item 
pattern mining algorithm cannot be directly applied. To tailor the histogram-based 
vector-item pattern mining algorithm to this problem, we changed the noise model and 
used product-similarity as similarity measurement for vectors. Through experiments, we 
demonstrate that our new algorithm is able to find interesting and biologically meaningful 
relationships in previously analyzed data sets. Scaling of the algorithm to large data sets 
can be achieved based on a theoretical model. 
4.1. Introduction 
Microarray experiments are popular tools in functional genomics. Correspondingly, 
many techniques have been developed to analyze their results. Typical questions asked 
include which genes are differentially expressed [51], and which groups of genes show 
similar expression in multiple related experiments [78]. Biclustering techniques have 
been developed to group functions and experiments simultaneously [37], but those do not 
intend to identify the significance of the relationship between expression and functional 
designation. Gene expression information is also used to predict gene functions [29]. 
In experiments related to transcriptional regulation, the objective is to understand the 
regulation process rather than predicting protein function. That means that predictive 
techniques are not appropriate. 
Recently, gene set analysis [125] has become a popular tool for relating expression 
8In several other situations, domain experts favor this kind of pattern, in which vector data have attribute 
values that deviate from the mean. Financial data is a good example 
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values to properties that define sets of genes. Gene set analysis tests the relationship 
of a single gene expression experiment to any one of a number of possible grouping 
criteria. This is especially valuable in settings where a single gene expression experiment 
is expected to hold all relevant information such as a comparison between healthy and 
diseased tissue or between different strains in bacteria. Many gene expression experiments 
are, however, performed in groups. Examples are time course experiments that compare 
two strains or conditions over several time points or a set of related experiments. An 
example of the latter is the study of two-component systems [108] that is used in this 
manuscript. Gene set analysis does not consider the relationship among the gene expression 
experiments and thereby ignores relevant information. 
Our approach is intended for finding those gene functions that are associated with 
patterns in the expression data. Fig. 4.1 shows the concept: The same set of curves 
are shown in the left and in the right panel of the figure. Each curve represents a gene 
expression profile over multiple related experiments. In each panel, a different subset of 
profiles is highlighted, corresponding to genes of a different functional designation. The 
highlighted profiles in the left panel show a clear pattern, while the ones in the right panel do 
not. We quantify the presence of patterns by identifying neighboring relationships among 
profiles using a product measure. If a gene has many neighbors with a similar expression 
profile - more than would be expected by random chance - then it supports the existence 
of a pattern. The number of neighbors, for all genes that show the function, is summarized 
in a histogram. In the left panel, two of the profiles have all other three genes as neighbors, 
and the others have two neighbors. In the right panel, in contrast, none of the profiles 
has any neighbor. It is expected that some profiles may have neighbors by random chance 
alone. For this reason, we compare the resulting histograms with ones that are generated 
for random subsets of the same size. 
The algorithm is tested on a published set of microarray data [108], in which 
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Figure 4.1: Sample expression profiles for two subsets of data. The top panels show gene 
expression profiles over multiple related experiments. The same set of curves are shown in 
the left and in the right panel. In each panel, a different subset of profiles is highlighted, 
corresponding to genes of a different functional designation. The bottom panels quantify 
the presence of patterns by identifying neighboring relationships among profiles using 
a product measure. The number of neighbors, for all genes that show the function, is 
summarized in a histogram. 
each experiment corresponds to one knock-out mutant that represents one two-component 
system, compared to wild-type E.coli. 
4.2. Algorithm 
The algorithm has two objectives: (1) Finding those data points that have more 
neighbors than expected and (2) identifying those subsets that have a distribution that 
significantly differs from what would be expected for a random subset. We define a density 
measure that is evaluated for each data point, and is given by the number of neighbors 
that are close according to a product similarity measure. Product similarity is used, rather 
than cosine similarity or Euclidean distance, since we expect those vector pairs to be most 
relevant that exhibit a large absolute value of differential expression as well as a small angle 
between vectors. The product similarity measure for vectors x^ and x^k\ with coordinates 
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xf' and x\ respectively, is defined as follows 
s]k = X>FMfc) en) 
i = l 
l<j<N and 1 < k < N 
N is the number of selected data points. Vectors for which Sjk exceeds a threshold t are 
considered neighbors. The threshold is given as 
t = nD (18) 
M e (0,1) 
where /i is chosen to be 0.09 in the evaluation. Each data point is associated with a density 
that is of type integer: the number of neighbors that satisfy the product similarity criterion. 
The occurring density values for all data points can be summarized using histograms. 
Density calculations are done on z-normalized data [34] i.e. for each attribute, the mean 
is subtracted and the attribute values are divided by the standard deviation. Fig. 4.2 and 
4.3 show examples of histograms of the observed density values that are derived using the 
product similarity criterion (blue bars). These examples are derived as part of the evaluation 
on the Oshima data set on two-component systems [108], which is discussed in more detail 
in the next section. 
Even randomly distributed vectors are expected to have some neighbors. We, 
therefore, have to evaluate the expected distribution of densities. This is done by randomly 
selecting a subset of genes that has the same number of elements as the protein function 
under consideration. A histogram is then constructed for the random subset. The process 
is repeated multiple times and the results averaged over 20 runs. Algorithm 3 summarizes 
the complete algorithm. Figs. 4.2 and 4.3 (white bars) show the distribution for random 
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Figure 4.2: Experimental and randomized histograms for the functions macromolecule 
catabolism, response to desiccation, and biopolymer metabolism. 
An observed histogram is considered significant if it would be unlikely to encounter 
it based on a randomly selected set of genes. A \2 goodness-of-fit test is used to compare 
the histogram with its randomized counterpart. We consider patterns as significant, 
if the comparison yields a /?-value < 0.05. The methods section provides details on 
the significance testing. Fig. 4.2 shows three vector-item patterns that are considered 
significant, while Fig. 4.3 shows one counter example that is considered not significant. 
4.3. Application of the Algorithm to Gene Expression Data 
We applied the algorithm to the gene expression data from Oshima and coworkers 
[108]. Throughout the entire dataset, gene expression ratios represent the expression 
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Figure 4.3: Experimental and randomized histograms for the function response regulators. 
Algorithm 3: Resampling-based Algorithm 
/* expression values */ 
/* for each function */ 
/* vector of zeros */ 
Data: genes; 
Data: functions 
Result: significance, tailGenes; 
1 normGenes = normalize(^enes); 
2 hist = zeros(l,nPts); 
3 foreach / € function do 
4 subset - findPomts(normGenes,f); 
5 foreach x e subset do 
6 dens = NumberOfNeighbors(x); 
7 hist(dens)++; 
8 randHist - findRandomHistogram(l, nPts, normGenes); 
9 significance^) - chiSquaredGoodnessOfFit(/zis£, randHist); 
10 tailGenes(f) - findTailGenes(/iist, randHist); 
n return significance, tailGenes 
wild-type strain. Therefore, an expression ratio above 1 indicates that the respective 
gene is repressed by its corresponding two-component system that is knocked out in the 
mutant. Expression ratios below 1 indicate activation of that gene by the two-component 
system. Log expression ratios for individual experiments are considered dimensions in a 
d-dimensional vector space, where d is the number of experiments considered. Histograms 
for all functional groups were derived. Seven functional designations were found to 
be significant, as shown in Fig. 4.4. The histograms for the gene ontology terms 
GO:0009057=macromolecule_catabolism, GO:0009260=response_to_desiccation, 
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Figure 4.4: p-values of the \2 goodness-of-fit test were performed on all 20 domains. Seven 
domains were considered significant. 
Fig. 4.5 shows all those genes in the above functional groups that have a larger 
number of points in the neighborhood than any of the points in the histograms for random 
subset (blue tails in the histograms). The individual genes that form this group are indicated 
in the inserted legends. The numbers on the x-axis symbolize the individual two-component 
systems. The order of two-component systems (attributes) is identical to the original data 
set [108]. For the purpose of this study, #3 is OmpR/EnvZ, #4 is BasSR, #9 is YfhA, #15 
is UvrY, #16 is YpdAB, #19 is DcuSR, #20 is NtrBC, and #22 is ArcB. These are the 
two-component systems for which the grouping of expression ratios is most visible within 
the profiles. 
4.4. Comparison with the GSEA Algorithm 
We compared our algorithm with the gene set enrichment analysis algorithm, GSEA 
[5]. In order to use this algorithm, the gene expression data were transformed to GSEA 
format, then phenotype files as well as gene sets for each domain were created. For both 
the Oshima and Baev data sets, no domain was considered significantly enriched at nominal 
p-valxxe < 0.05 by the GSEA algorithm. All possible combinations of parameters, which 
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Figure 4.5: Gene expression profiles for the functions macromolecule catabolism, response 
to desiccation, and biopolymer metabolism 
4.5. Performance 
The algorithm scales linearly with the number of domains. For each domain, scaling 
as a function of domain size is approximately quadratic, as Fig. 4.6 shows. For the E. coli 
data set that was used in this study, the quadratic complexity is not a problem, and it can be 
seen that execution times are so small that performance is not expected to be a bottleneck 
even for larger genomes. 
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Figure 4.6: Runtime for evaluation of all significant domains. 
Tc = (R + 1) * {Textract + Thlst) + Tx2_test (19) 
Where Tc is the runtime of the algorithm for one domain subset, Thlst the time to 
create the histogram for one subset, Textract is the time for extracting the subset of genes, 
R is the number of runs for random subsets (R = 20 in the evaluation) and Tx2_test is the 
time for statistical analysis. Under the assumption that data sets are small enough such that 
all genes can be kept in memory, the time is dominated by Tuisu which is quadratic in the 
number genes in a set. 
Notice that the main contribution to Tc comes from the histogram evaluation on 
random subsets. In the following section, we discuss a theoretical model for evaluating 
random histogram. The model ignores correlations that may occur even among unrelated 
genes, and is hence not expected to be as accurate as the randomized evaluation. 
Nevertheless, it provides an alternative if the data sets are very large. 
4.5.1. Theoretical Model 
For the random model, we assume that all experimental data follow a normal 
distribution. This assumption is not expected to be fully accurate, since gene expression 
experiments typically do not exactly follow a normal distribution. It should be noted that 
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the assumption only applies to the theoretical model and not to the resampling approach 
that is used in the remainder of the study. The calculation also assumes that dimensions 
for the random comparison model are unrelated, which also is an approximation. For 
these reasons, the resampling model is expected to be substantially more accurate, and the 
theoretical model should only be used if the computational complexity of the resampling 
model is considered prohibitive. 
The coordinates of one experiment are denoted by the vector x and the coordinates 
of the other by y. All those pair of genes are considered significantly related, for which 
the product is greater than threshold t. The expected probability that the product for any 
two experiments is beyond the threshold t can be calculated by integrating the following 
expression over the relevant Gaussian distribution functions: 
p = e\Yjxlyl-t\ (20) 
where 6 is the Heaviside step function, which is 1 for a positive argument and 0 otherwise. 
We integrate over all directions of x and y with their respective weights 
JnJ2x^-tj{-^) e-^e-^dnxdny (21) 
Note the data are normalized using z-normalization, resulting in mean 0 and standard 
deviation 1 for both vector x and vector y. The radius of the vector x will be denoted by r 
and the integration re-written 
/ {-^) e~£ dnx = / Sn r"-1 e~^ dr (22) 
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where Sn is the surface of a hypervolume in n dimensions 
/ n+l n -1 




for n odd 
for n even 
(23) 
The integration over y can be written as an integration over the coordinate in the 
direction of x, which we will denote as z and the vector perpendicular to x, represented by 
u. We can now rewrite the ^-function as follows 
el^XiVi-A =e(rz-t) (24) 
This function does not depend on u. The n — 1-dimensional integration over u, therefore 
only has a normalized n — 1 dimensional Gaussian function as integral, and thereby trivially 
gives the result 1. The probability of a product beyond the threshold is 
P I I J - e~^ Sn r
n
-
xQ{rz - t) e 2 dr dz (25) 
The integration over z can be performed by recognizing that the 9 function is 1 only for 
z > - and 0 otherwise. 
r 
P 
-I 2(V27r)"-1 Sn rn~' e - r 1 — erf V2r dr (26) 
Given this probability p, we can calculate the theoretical distribution for the selected 
subsets: 
^A^-fc
 ( 2 ? ) hk = N(^pk(l-Py 
Fig. 4.7 shows the histograms of the theoretical distribution, expected distribution 
and the observed distribution for the subset selected by item biopolymer metabolism. The 
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resampled distribution is slightly more stretched than the theoretical one, which can be 
attributed to correlations among the experiments that are not considered in the theoretical 
model. Fig. 4.6 shows that the complexity of the algorithm is significantly decreased, 
although it is still roughly quadratic. 
I biopolymer metabolism 
] random subsets 
I theoretical distribution 
10 15 
Number of Points in Neighborhood 
Figure 4.7: Resampled and theoretical histograms for the macromolecule catabolism 
function. 
Using the theoretical model, Algorithm 3 can be modified to Algorithm 4. 
Algorithm 4: Distribution-based Algorithm 
/* expression values */ 
/* for each function */ 
/* vector of zeros */ 
Data: genes; 
Data: functions 
Result: significance, tailGenes; 
1 normGenes = normalize(ejrenes); 
2 hist = zeros(l,nPts); 
3 foreach / € function do 
4 subset - fmdPoints(normGrenes,/); 
5 foreach x 6 subset do 
6 dens - NumberOfNeighbors(x); 
7 hist(dens)++; 
8 if NunmberOf(genes) greater than a threshold then 
9 |_ randHist = findTheoreticalHistogram(l, nP is , normGenes); 
10 else 
n |_ randHist - fmdRandomHistogram(l, nPts, normGenes); 
12 significance(f) - chiSquaredGoodnessOfFit(/izsi, randHist); 
13 tailGenes(f) = findTailGenes(/izst, randHist); 
14 return significance, tailGenes 
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4.6. Conclusions 
We have introduced an algorithm that permits relating protein functions to gene 
expression data. It allows us to identify functions that are common in genes that are 
regulated similarly across the spectrum of two-component systems. Our analysis led to 
the development of biological hypotheses that suggest further biological experiments. 
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CHAPTER 5. EXTRACT IMPORTANT INSTANCES USING 
HISTOGRAM-BASED VECTOR-ITEM PATTERN MINING 
ALGORITHMS, AND ITS APPLICATION IN MINING FOR CORE 
PATTERNS IN STOCK MARKET DATA 
In histogram-based vector-item pattern mining algorithms, a vector-item pattern is 
identified through comparing observed density histogram and expected density histogram 
of an item set. Take Fig. 4.7 for example, there are several bins in the observed density 
histogram that locate to the right of the expected density histogram or theoretical model. 
The instances that contribute to these bins have a higher density than other instances in 
the item set (in this case the macromolecule catabolism function). To utilize this useful 
information, we developed a core pattern mining algorithm, which was applied to stock 
market data. 
In this study, we introduce an algorithm that uses stock sector information directly 
in conjunction with time series subsequences for mining core patterns within the sectors of 
stock market data. The core patterns within a sector are representative groups of stocks for 
the sector when it shows coherent behavior. Multiple core patterns may exist in a sector 
at the same time. In comparison with clustering algorithms, the core patterns are shown 
to be more stable as the stock price evolves. The proposed algorithm has only one free 
parameter, for which we provide an empirical choice. We demonstrate the effectiveness of 
the algorithm through a comparison with the DBScan clustering algorithm using data from 
the Standard and Poor 500 Index. 
5.1. Introduction 
Considering the general interest in stock market data, it is not surprising that many 
stock mining algorithms have been developed. Clustering plays an import role in many 
stock market applications, such as in stock prediction [92, 71], stock selection [81, 12] 
and portfolio building [50]. An important question in the clustering of multiple stock time 
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series is how stable the clusters are as time advances. Collective behavior among stock 
prices has been observed [113], especially within the same sectors. The similar behavior 
among stocks within the same sectors explains also why clustering algorithms are likely to 
result in clusters involving stock of the same sectors [40, 106, 12]. 
In this study, we introduce an algorithm for identifying core patterns within sectors of 
stock market data. We use the sector data directly in conjunction with the stock time series 
for finding the core patterns. In contrast to standard machine learning approaches, which 
use Boolean labels in form of a class label (supervised) or not at all (unsupervised), our 
algorithm inherently tests the relationship between the Boolean data and the time series, 
and returns patterns only when the relationship is significant. For the purpose of this study, 
a core pattern is a representative group of stocks that show coherent behavior specific 
to their sector. Multiple core patterns may exist in one sector concurrently. Whether 
a sector is showing coherent behavior is determined through a modified version of the 
density histogram technique introduced in [134]. The distribution of stocks within a sector 
is compared with that of the overall data set, and the statistical significance is calculated. 
Core patterns of a significant, and hence coherent, sector can be extracted. A detailed 
discussion is given in Sect. 5.3. 
Fig.5.1 illustrates the concepts for an example. The top two panels show the 
preprocessed stock open values in a time window. In the top left panel, the stocks in black 
highlight a sector of stocks. A randomly selected sample of the same size as the sector is 
highlighted using charcoal grey color in the top right panel. Two histograms (one in black, 
the other in charcoal grey) in the bottom panel summarize the neighboring relationships 
between stocks in the sector and in the random sample respectively. It can be observed that 
the stocks in the sector have more neighbors on average than those in the random sample. 
Furthermore, the stocks that are represented by the circled bins of the black histogram have 
more neighbors than any of the stocks in the random sample. They form a core pattern for 
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' Stocks in a sector 
Remainder of the data set 
Trading Date Trading Date 
I I , ^ T I I H i • A core pat II hi! i # of Stocks in Neighborhood 
Figure 5.1: The top two panels show the preprocessed stock open values in a time window. 
The top left panel highlights a sector of stocks. The top right panel shows a randomly 
selected sample which has the same size with the sector. Two histograms (one in black, 
the other in charcoal grey) in the bottom panel summarizes the neighboring relationships 
between stocks in the sector and in the sample respectively. A core pattern is identified by 
comparing these two histograms. 
this sector. 
In Fig.5.1, only one random sample is shown. However, in the algorithm, which 
will be presented shortly, we use multiple random samples and construct a histogram 
that represents averages over those samples. This histogram acts as a reference for the 
sector that allows determining if the sector differs from what would be expected by random 
chance. 
The histograms quantify the number of neighbors for a subset of stocks, which can 
be viewed as a measure of local density of the subset of stocks. We will call them density 
histograms. We refer to the histogram for a sector as observed density histogram, and the 
one that was averaged over multiple random samples as expected density histogram. 
In this study, the stock data come from the Standard and Poor 500 Index from 
07/30/07 to 07/29/08. We follow the suggestion of [64] and use the first derivatives instead 
of raw values, i.e., we take the differences between successive trading days of each stock. 
The evaluation shows that our algorithm is more effective than a comparison algorithm at 
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determining groups of sequences that show coherent behavior in a successive window. The 
reminder of the section is organized as follows: In Sect. 5.2 we introduce the related work. 
In Sect. 5.3 we present our algorithm in detail. In Sect. 5.4 we systematically evaluate our 
algorithm, and also compare with a density-based clustering algorithms, namely DBScan. 
In Sect. 5.6 we conclude this section. 
5.2. Related Work 
Many previous studies discuss cluster stability analysis for static data sets [16, 88, 
130]. All of them separate the original data set into subsets and then evaluate consistency 
between clusters found in different subsets. In [16], Ben et al present a method for 
quantitatively assessing the presence of structure in a clustered data set. The method counts 
the number of similarities between the labels of the objects common to both subsamples. 
In [88], Tilman et al present an approach that evaluates the partitions of a data set of some 
clustering algorithm, by checking whether similar structures are identified under repeated 
applications of the clustering algorithm. Volkovicha et al present an approach to evaluate 
the goodness of a cluster by the similarity among the entire cluster and its core [130]. None 
of these discuss stability in a dynamic data set or time series data set. How stable clusters 
are expected to be over consecutive time windows depends on factors that influence the 
time dependence. 
For stock data, previous studies [107, 40] have shown that stocks that belong to the 
same sector tend to move more coherently than stocks from different sectors. From a 
business point of view this can be expected, since stocks in the same sectors are likely to 
be influenced by the same external factors, and may also influence each other. That means 
that coherence that is specific to a sector may be an indication that the stocks are influenced 
by the same factors and may continue to do so over longer periods of time. We test this 
coherence using concepts developed in [134]. If the stocks show a statistically significant 
pattern with respect to their membership in a sector, we expect the core or cores of that 
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pattern to be stable over time. 
The term core pattern has previously been used to describe a subset of a frequent 
itemset with a certain core ratio [142], which is a different concept usage. 
5.3. Algorithm 
The proposed algorithm has two main steps. In each time window, the algorithm first 
identifies significant sectors by comparing the two density histograms,d i.e., for each sector 
the observed density histogram is compared with the expected density histogram that is 
constructed from random samples. In a second step, the algorithm extracts core patterns 
from those significant sectors. 
In this study, we use the stream sliding window concepts. Two adjacent sliding 
windows are used, namely training window and evaluation window, as Fig. 5.2. shows 
for an example. The algorithm detects significant sectors in the training window, and 
builds core patterns for those significant ones. Evaluation windows are used for testing how 
stable those core patterns are. The results of this evaluation are compared with a clustering 
algorithm. In the reminder of the section, the term "time window" is used to represent 
either a training window or an evaluation window. Table 5.1 lists the main symbols and 
their descriptions used in this section. 
5.3.1. Outline of the Algorithm 
The algorithm iteratively executes the following steps until all training and evaluation 
windows are processed: 
1. Detecting Significant Sectors in a training window 
a Normalization: Stock data are first normalized within a training window, 
using a row-wise z-score normalization followed by a column-wise z-score 
normalization. More details will be given in Sect. 5.3.2. 
b Significance test: For each sector, an observed density histogram, together with 
an expected density histogram, is constructed. Then the statistical significance 
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The J) of stocks in the data set 
The )j of sectors 
The t) of trading days of the data set. 
Stock sector filter. It is a N x M matrix. 
The (i,j) entry {Biyj) indicates whether 
the j t h stock belongs to the ith sector or 
not by using binary value 1 or 0 
respectively 
A subsets of stocks. 
Stock vectors. V,' indicates the ith 
(i G [1, N]) stock vector in time window 
[k, {k + L- 1)] (k e [1, Z]). Thus it has 
a dimensionality of L. V^j1 indicates 
j t h dimension value of vector vf 'L. \g'L 
indicates stock vectors for subset S in the 
time window and Vf,L indicates all stock 
vectors in the time window. 
The jj of trading days in a training window 
used for detecting significant sectors. 
Notice that L is the dimensionality of 
stock vectors in a training window. 
The jj of trading days in an evaluation 
window used for evaluating core patterns. 
Notice that L is the dimensionality of 
stock vectors in an evaluation window. 
Core patterns in a training window. P^ 
indicates core patterns for sector i in 
the training window [j, (j + L — 1)]. 
A core pattern is a subset of the indices 
of all stocks. 
Core patterns in an evaluation window. 
P?j indicates core patterns for sector 
i in the evaluation window 
\j + L,{j + L + L'-l)]. 
A core pattern is a subset of the indices 
of all stocks. 
Two example stock vectors 
Cosine similarity between stock vector 
X and stock vector Y. 
Cosine similarity threshold for two 
stock vectors. 
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A core pattern found by the proposed algorithm 
The whole data set 
11/14/07 11/20/07 11/21/07 11/28/07 
U—Training Window —*A L—Evaluation Window —J 
Figure 5.2: Illustration of training window and evaluation window.The training window is 
from 11/14/07 to 11/20/07, and the evaluation window is from 11/21/07 to 11/28/07. A 
core pattern, which is indicated in darker curves, is found in the training window. 
of the sector is calculated by applying a x2 goodness of fit test on the two 
density histograms. The sectors that are significant at 0.1% level are used to 
form core patterns. 
2. Forming core patterns 
a Extract high-density stocks: By comparing the two density histograms, stocks 
that have more neighbors than expected can be identified. 
b Form core patterns: Core patterns are extracted from high-density stocks of 
a sector that is considered to be significant. Details will be discussed in Sect. 
5.3.4. 
3. Extract core patterns in the successive evaluation window Core patterns in the 




In each time window, We first perform a row-wise z-score normalization on each 
vector, then apply a column-wise z-score normalization on all dimension values of stock 
vectors along each dimension, as equation (28) and equation (29) show respectively. 
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TV is the number of stock vectors in a time window. It is equal to the number of stocks 
in the data set. Vf' is the ith (i G [1, N]) stock vector that starts from the kth trading day 
and ends at the (k + L — l)th trading day. It has a dimensionality of L. Y^f is the j t h 
(j € [1, L)) dimension value of the stock vector Vf 'L. 
The row-wise z-score normalization was chosen in accordance with the study in 
[64]. Together with the column-wise z-score normalization, this normalization approach 
ensures that random data would result in a distribution that closely resembles the normal 
distribution that is assumed in the theoretical model. 
All stock vectors are further projected to a unit hyper-sphere, as (30) shows, such that 
the cosine similarity between two stock vectors can be calculated efficiently. 
(30) 
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5.3.3. Significance Test 
In a time window, for each sector, an observed density histogram together with an 
expected density histogram is constructed. The observed histogram is used to summarize 
the neighboring relationships between stocks in a sector. We consider .a sector as coherent 
if stocks have more neighbors within the sector than would be expected. The distribution 
of expected neighbors is quantified through calculating neighbors of stocks in random 
samples. In other words, if stocks in a sector have more neighbors than those in random 
samples, we would expect that the sector is showing a coherent behavior. 
In this study, cosine similarity is used to determine whether two stock vectors are 
neighbors of each other. If the cosine similarity of two stock vectors exceeds a threshold 
r, they are considered neighbors. The cosine similarity between stock vector X and stock 
vector Y is defined as: 
L 
Sim(X,Y) = J2(XiYi) (31) 
i=i 
X and Y are two unit vectors both having a dimensionality of L. Xj and Yt are the ith 
dimension values for X and Y respectively. 
Algorithm 5 shows how the observed and expected density histograms are constructed. 
Function BuildObservedDensityHist builds an observed density histogram, and function 
RandomSampling builds an expected desity histogram using random sampling. Both 
functions call a sub-function BuildDensityHist, which builds a density histogram for a 
subset of stock vectors. 
The input of the function BuildDensityHist are a subset of stock vectors \s' and 
the cosine similarity threshold r. The output of the function BuildDensityHist is the 
density histogram hist. To build a density histogram for a subset of stock vectors, the 
number of neighbors for each stock vector in the sector is calculated (Lines 16 to 20), and 
a contribution of 1 is added to a corresponding bin of the density histogram (Line 21). For 
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Algorithm 5: Building Density Histograms 
Function: BuildObservedDensityHist; / * Building Observed 
densi ty histogram * / 
Data: \s' ; / * a subset of stock vec to r s . * / 
Data: r; / * Cosine s i m i l a r i t y th reshold . * / 
Result: hist; /* Observed densi ty histogram * / 
1 hist = BuildDensityHistiy's' ,r); 
2 return hist; 
3 ; 
4 ; 
5 Function: RandomSampling ; /* Building Expected density 
histogram from Random samples */ 
Data: Vf,L; /* All stock vectors */ 
Data: r; /* Cosine similarity threshold. */ 
Data: |5|; /* Sample size. */ 
Data: T; /* Number of samples. */ 
Result: hist; /* Expected density histogram */ 
6 hist = zeros(l, \S\); 
7 for i=l to T do 
8 R = FindARandSet(N,\S\); /* Extract a random sample * / 
9 hist = hist + BuildDensityHistiy £ , r); 
10 hist = hist/T; 
n return hist; 
12 ; 
13 ; 
14 Function: BuildDensityHist; /* Building densi ty histogram 
for a subset of stock vectors * / 
Data: \s' ; /* a subset of stock vectors * / 
Data: r; /* Cosine s i m i l a r i t y threshold . * / 
Result: hist; /* Density histogram * / 
15 hist = zeros(l, \S\); 











22 return hist; 
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example, if vector X has n number of neighbors in a subset of stock vectors, then contribute 
1 to the nth bin of the density histogram. 
To build an observed density histogram, function BuildObservedDensityHist calls 
directly to function BuildDensityHist, with the stock sector under consideration (Line 
1), and returns the result of function BuildDensityHist, which is the observed density 
histogram. 
To build an expected density histogram, function RandomSampling draws T 
random samples. A density histogram is built for each sample (Lines 7 to 9). Then the 
contribution of these random samples are averaged to create the expected density histogram 
for the sector (Line 10). In this study, T is set to 30. 
Fig. 5.3 shows an example of the observed density histogram and the expected 
density histogram for the energy sector from 07/31/07 to 08/06/07. Notice the difference 
between the two density histograms in Fig. 5.3. The mean of the observed density 
histogram (the gray one) is greater than that of the expected density histogram (the black 
one), which implies that the stock vectors in the energy sector have a higher density than 
the overall data set. 
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Figure 5.3: Density histograms for energy sector and random sampling from 07/31/07 to 
08/06/07. Notice that the observed density histogram (the gray one) is greater than that of 
the expected density histogram (the black one), which implies that the stock vectors in the 
energy sector have a higher density than the overall data set. 
After the two density histograms are constructed, statistical significance of the sector 
can be attained by using a \2 goodness of fit test on these two histograms. We follow a 
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conservative rule of thumb that each expected frequency (the height of a bin) should be 
greater than or equal to 5. Thus, we merge both tails of each histogram until the expected 
frequencies are at least 5. For intermediate bins that are less than 5, we merge then with 
adjacent bins until all bins has an expected frequency at least 5. Those sectors that are 
significant at 0.1% level (p-value of 0.001) are further used to extract core patterns. 
5.3.4. Forming Core Patterns 
Notice that in Fig. 5.3, there are several bins in the tail of the observed histogram 
that are located to the right of the expected histogram. The stock vectors that contribute to 
those bins are the ones that have high-densities in the sector. 
Definition 1: High-density stock vectors: The stock vectors that can be extracted 
from the tail of the observed density histogram until the aggregated density of the expected 
density histogram is greater than or equal to 1. 
We extract those high-density stock vectors from the tail of the observed histogram 
until the aggregation of bins of the expected histogram are greater than or equals to 1. For 
instance, in the observed histogram of Fig.5.3, all stock vectors that contribute to the bins 
that correspond to more than 5 neighbors are extracted. 
Once those high-density stock vectors are extracted, core patterns can be identified 
among them. Quasi-clique detection [1, 93] is a state-of-art technique to mine dense 
subgraphs in a large graph. It has been used in many applications, including functional 
prediction of uncharacterized genes [74], mining highly correlated stocks [21], solving the 
entity resolution (ER) problem [105]. We use quasi-clique mining technique to extract core 
patterns from the high-density stock vectors: Let G = (V, E) be a graph where V is a set 
of vertices representing the high-density stock vectors, and E is a set of edges representing 
neighboring relationships among the high-density stock vectors. There are two existing 
definitions of quasi-cliques. One definition that is given in [1] and some others is: A graph 
G = (V, E) is 7 — clique if G is connected and the number of edges of G is greater than 
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or equal to 7 times the number of edges of a complete graph with the same number of 
vertices. Another definition from [93] is: A graph G = (V, E) is a 7 — quasi — clique if G 
is connected, and the number of edges connected to every vertex (degG(v)) is greater than 
or equal to the ceiling function of 7 times the number of the rest vertices. Unfortunately, 
the problem of mining 7 — clique in a graph is a NP — hard problem. 
In this study, we use a modified version of the second definition of quasi-cliques 
mentioned above. We adopt an absolute cutoff for degG (v), that is, we consider a threshold 
(ThN, which is an integer) for the number of edges that all vertices in a quasi-clique must 
possess. In other words, we try to find quasi-cliques in which all vertices have at least 
ThN edges (In our study ThN equals to 3). Such a modification greatly simplifies the 
quasi-clique mining procedure. Algorithm 6 depicts an algorithm for mining this type of 
quasi-cliques, and it has a time complexity of 0{n2) in the worst case. Fig.5.4 illustrate an 
example of extracted quasi-cliques. 
Figure 5.4: Mining quasi-cliques in a graph. The vertices connected by bold edges form 
quasi-cliques. 
Algorithm 6 iteratively deletes the vertices that do not belong to a quasi-clique (i.e., 
delete the vertices that have less than ThN edges), until only those ones that belong to a 
quasi-clique are left. 
The input of algorithm 6 are graph matrix (graph-Matrix) in which entry value 
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Algorithm 6: Mining Quasi-Clique 
Data: graph-Matrix; /* graph matrix in which entry value 
equals to 1 indicates an edge, 0 other wise. */ 
Data: ThN; /* threshold for the minimum number of edges. 
* / 
Result: quasi-diques 
1 candidate-vertices = fmd~Vertices(graph-Matrix,>,ThN); /* find 
vertices which have at least ThN edges. * / 
2 graph-Matrix = updateManx(graph-Matrix,candidate-vertices); 
/* update graph matrix by eliminating entries having 
value 1 that are not connecting vertices in 
candidate-vertices * / 
3 while findVertices(graph-Matrix,<,ThN) ^ null do 
4 candidate-vertices = fmdVertices(graph-Matrix,>,ThN); 
5 graph-Matrix = updateMahx(graph-Matrix,candidate-vertices) 
6 quasi-diques = candidate-vertices; 
7 return quasi-cliques; 
equaling to 1 indicates an edge and 0 otherwise, and the threshold ThN for the minimum 
number of edges. The output of algorithm 6 are the quasi cliques identified. Algorithm 
6 first calls function findVerticesQ finds the set of vertices, candidate-vertices, which 
have at least ThN edges (Line 1). Then it calls a function updateMarixQ to updates the 
graph matrix graph-Matrix by eliminating entries having a value of 1 but not connecting 
vertices in candidate-vertices (Line 2). This step is to remove isolated edges. In the 
while loop (Lines 3 to 5), algorithm 6 checks if there is any vertices that have less 
than ThN edges. If there is any, the above two steps, i.e., the calling of functions 
findVerticesQ) and updateMarixQ), will be repeated iteratively. Finally, the vertices 
in the set candidate-vertices form quasi cliques, and are returned. 
Fig. 5.5 illustrates a simple example (ThN equals to 2 in this example). The original 
graph has 6 vertices. Before algorithm 6 proceeds to the while loop, vertices 5 and 6 are 
deleted after executing Updatematrix command. After one iteration of the while loop, 
vertex 4 is deleted, and a quasi-clique which includes vertices 1, 2 and 3 is found. 
We use an array of bit sets to represent adjacency matrix, in which ' 1' indicates an 
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Original graph UpdateMatrix After one iteration 
of while loop 
Figure 5.5: Illustration of the procedure to mine a quasi-clique.Nodes 1,2 and 3 form a 
quasi-clique. 
edge existing in correspond vertices. This data structure allows us efficiently count the 
number of neighbors for a particular vertex, i.e., we can just count the number of "l"s in 
a bit set ([8] introduces several methods that are 0(1) time complexity). In the worst case, 
the while loop in algorithm 6 only removes 1 vertex in each iteration, which means there 
are at most | V^ | iterations in the while loop. In each iterations, we need to count the number 
of "l"s in at most \V\ bit sets. Therefore, algorithm 6 has a worst time complexity 0(n2). 
5.3.5. Theoretical Model 
In the above proposed algorithm, it is very time consuming to create an expected 
density histogram, which has to be averaged from multiple density histograms of random 
samples. A theoretical model is built to approximate the expected density histogram to 
improve the efficiency. As we already mentioned in Sect. 5.3.2, performing a row-wise 
z-score normalization then a column-wise z-score normalization ensures that all dimension 
values of the stock vectors approximately follows a standard normal distribution along 
each dimension. Fig.5.6 shows a comparison between the distribution of dimension values 
of one randomly selected dimension of stock vectors with a standard normal distribution. 
We further assume that all dimensions of stock vectors are independent. This may not be 
strictly true but, since we take the first derivative of each stock, the dependency between 
dimensions is mitigated. Thus, the probability density function (PDF) for a stock vector X 
can be approximated as: 
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Where xt is the i dimension value of the stock vector X, and |X| is the vector length 
ofX. 
0.5 •Distribution of dimension values of a randomly selected dimension 
•Standard normal distribution 
Figure 5.6: Compare the distribution of dimension values of a randomly selected dimension 
with standard normal distribution. 
Under such an assumption, the distribution of a stock vector is independent of the 
orientation of the stock vector. A random distribution with the above PDF has the property 
that if the vectors are projected onto a hyper-sphear the resulting distribution will be 
uniform. Therefore, under this approximation the number of neighbors of a stock vector 
for a random data set can be estimated by computing the hyper-surface area of the cap, 
which is segmented by the hype-plane that is defined by threshold r. 
Fig. 5.7 illustrates the concept in two dimensions. In Fig. 5.7, suppose X is a stock 
vector in a random sample of size \S\. Then the number of neighbors of X within the 
random sample can be approximated by (151 — 1) * ^ , where A is the hyper-surface area 
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of the unit hypersphere (in this example it is the circumference of the circle) and AL is 
the hyper-surface area of the cap (in this example it is the length of the arc) and L is the 
dimensionality of the stock vector (in the example L=2). 
Y 
Figure 5.7: The relation between r and surface area of the cap, which is indicated in bold. 
Therefore, we try to find the relationship between the threshold r and the hyper-surface 
area of the cap which is segmented by the hype-plane that is defined by threshold r. The 
hyper-surface area of the cap divided by that of the hypersphere (i.e., ^ ) is exactly the 
probability for another stock vector to be neighborhood of stock vector X. 
The area of the cap can be calculated as follows: 
AL = C > W ( * j : B i n w ( ^ 
... f* sm{<pL-2)d<pL-2 f^ &PL-\ (33) 
where (pi,<j>2---4>L-i are angular coordinates, and 
fl = JQ sinL~3((p2)dlP2--- JQ sin(ipi_2)d(pL-2 f0 w d^L-i- So the probability of two 
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vectors X and Y to be neighborhood is 
AT ^ * facoST sinL 2(i£>i)dix>1 
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Equation (34) can be simplified: 
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A = - ^ = n * / s i n ^ - ^ ^ i ) ^ ! (35) 
where lY = ^ ^ - - To improve performance, A can be saved to a table TB for different 
values of L and different thresholds r . Because r is of type float, we may need to find the 
closest representative in the table. From (35), we notice A is a function of cosine similarity 
threshold r and vector dimensionality L. 
Fig.5.8 shows a surface plot of A for different r and L. Notice that it is exactly the 
surface plot of table TB. 
Notice that A is less than or equal to 0.5 when cosine similarity threshold r > 0. i.e.: 
A < 0.5 (36) 
Once A for a specific threshold r is calculated using (35), or simply by searching 
table TB, the theoretical model for approximating the expected density histogram is given 
through a binomial model as follows: 
^ = | 5 | * | ( | 5 ' 1 } | * A* * (1 - A)*"5""1)-* (37) 
hi is the height of ith bin in the expected density histogram, and \S\ is the number 
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Dimension Threshold 
Figure 5.8: Surface plot of table TB: the values of A for different cosine threshold r and 
different vector dimension L 
of stock vectors in a sector. Fig. 5.9 shows the result of theoretical model together with 
random sampling and observed histogram of the same stock vectors with those in Fig. 5.3. 
5.3.6. Deriving the Best Choices of the Parameters 
In the proposed algorithm with random sampling, there are three parameters, i.e., the 
number of random samples, the cosine similarity threshold (r) and the cutoff of />-value 
for the x2 goodness of fit test. The last two parameters are used in the proposed algorithm 
with using theoretical model. We set the number of random samples to 30 and the cutoff 
of p-value for the x2 goodness of fit test to 0.001 in this study. Thus it leaves us one free 
parameter, i.e., the cosine similarity threshold (r) for the proposed algorithm with random 
sampling as well as with using theoretical model. An universally good choice of the cosine 
similarity threshold r can be derived based on the theoretical model: 
If there is a small density fluctuation in a large random data set, we assume the 
observed density histogram for a particular r, can be expressed as: 
o,(A(r)) = /H(A(T) + A) (38) 
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Figure 5.9: Density histogram for energy sector and random sampling and Theoretical 
model for the time window from 07/31/07 to 08/06/07. Notice that the theoretical 
model closely approximates the expected density histogram which is created using random 
sampling 
where Oj(A(r)) is the observed value for the ith bin, /ij(A(r)) is the expected value 
for the ith bin, A(r) is the corresponding A (equation (34)) with a particular r (we omit 
' ( r ) ' part afterwards for simplicity), and A indicates a small density fluctuation. This 
assumption implies that an observation value corresponds to an infinitesimally larger value 
for its expected value. Fig. 5.10 illustrates the concept. The solid curve indicates the 
observed density histogram with a small density fluctuation. The dash curve indicates the 
expected density histogram. 
Given a constant small A, 
oi(X)-hi(X) = hi(X + A)-hi(X) 
A * hi(\+A)-hi(\) 
(39) 
where h'^X) is the first derivative of hi(X) with regard to A. 
The results of the x2 goodness of fit test heavily depend on how the cosine similarity 
threshold r is chosen. With a suitably chosen r , a small density fluctuation of a subset 
can be detected. With this motivation, the cosine similarity threshold r should be chosen 
such that the theoretical model is the most sensitive, i.e., the/7-value of the x2 goodness of 
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# of Neighbors 
Figure 5.10: The solid curve indicates the observed density histogram with a small density 
fluctuation. The dash curve indicates the expected density histogram. 
fit test is minimized. Thus in the following, through simulation we are going to find a r 
that would minimize the ^-values of the \2 goodness of fit test. To simplify the problem, 
we first find a A that minimizes the /7-values, and then the corresponding cosine similarity 
threshold r can be attained by solving equation (34), or more simply, by searching the table 
TB mentioned in Sect. 5.3.5. 
From equation (39) we get: 
( / i l (A)-o J (A)) 2 «A 2 *( / l ; (A)) 2 (40) 
Notice that when we constructing density histograms, we merge both tail bins until 
the expected frequencies are at least 5 and the intermediate bins for which the heights are 
less than 5 to their adjacent bins until the expected frequencies are no less than 5. 
Let F(x; \S\ — 1, A) \%2x be the cumulative function for theoretical model (equation 37) 
in [x\, x2] inclusive: 
F(x;|5|-l,A)|- = £ S - l 
\ 
A»(l - A) s - i - (41) 
=X\ ) 
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(1) Suppose the left tail bins whose indices are in [0, a] will be merged to the bin of 
index a, then a can be expressed as: 
o = argmin(F(a; ; |5 | - l ,A) |g>5) (42) 
X 
(2) Similarly, assume the right tail bins whose indices are in [b, \S\] will be merged 
to the bin for which the index is equal to b, then b can be expressed as: 
6 = axgmax(F(a;;|S'|-l,A)|g < |S| - 5) (43) 
X 
where b is the index of the bin that the right tail bins are merged to. 
(3) For the intermediate bins: 
d = axgmin(F(x; |5 | - l ,A) |^>5) (44) 
X 
where c is the index of an intermediate bin, d is the index of the bin that all the bins 
for which the indices are within [c, d] are merged to. Notice that for an intermediate bin 
whose height is equal to or greater than 5, c = d. 
Solving the first derivatives of the cumulative functions in equation (41) with respect 
top, we can get F'(x;\S\ - 1,A)|^ (details in Appendix 7.8), where F'(x; \S\ - 1,A)|^ 
is the first derivative of the cumulative function F(x; \S\ — 1, A) \%\ with respect to A, xx is 
equal to 0 for equations (42) and (43), and c for equation (44). 
To be consistent, we use F(x; \S\ — 1, A)|* to represent the expected height of the ith 
bin after the merging process. Therefore, Pearson's x2 test after merging process can be 
expressed as: 
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X2 = J2 ''E substituting in equation(39), we get : 
~ A 2 * ' v W (F(T-\S\ 1 \M*\:t (F'(^\s\-^)\l)2 
z=0 
where /{F(X,|S|-I,A)|1>O} is a n indicator function, i.e., when F(x; \S\ — 1, A)|* > 0, 
I{nx;\s\-i,V\\>o}(F(x"> \S\ - X> A)I0 = !• otherwise 
Accordingly, the degree of freedom can be expressed as: 
\s\-i 
DFs = ~l+J2 W,|S|-i,A)|;>o}(nz; \S\-1, X)\\) (46) 
Algorithm 7 gives a straightforward algorithm to calculate the x2 values and the 
degree of freedom (DFs) for a theoretical model with \S\ and p. In algorithm 7, x2 values 
and DFs are calculated by summing up the contributions from merged left tail bin, merged 
right tail bin and intermediate bins separately. From line 1 to line 11, algorithm 7 calculates 
the DFs and x2 values contributions from left tail bins. A variable a records the index of 
the merged left tail bin. Similarly, DFs and x2 values contributions from right tail bins 
are calculated from line 12 to line 18. A variable b keeps track of the index of the merged 
right tail bin. If both tails are merged to the same bin (i.e., a = b in line 19), x2 value as 
well as DFs is set to 0 and algorithm 7 returns. To process the intermediate bins, algorithm 
7 proceeds to merge intermediate bins, beginning from the one right after the merged left 
tail bin (i.e. a + 1). Once the merged bin's height is greater than or equals to 5 (line 30 
to line 34), its contributions to x2 values and DFs are added sequentially (line 40 to line 
42). However it is possible that the last few bins are merged but the accumulated height is 
still less than 5, in this case we need to merge these intermediate bins with the bin that is 
merged from right tail bins (line 35 to line 39). 
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Algorithm 7: Calculate \2 values and DFs 






3 /"process left tail bins*/; 
4 a=0 /* in equation (42) */, 
5 acc=0 /* a counter */ ; 
6 while acc<5 do 
7 acc+=ha; 
a++; 
10 ChisquareValue+=A2 * F ( S is - I ' A ) | " 
n £>F++; 
12 /*process right tail bins*/; 
13 b=\S\ - 1 /* m equation (43) */; 
14 acc=0; 
is while acc<5 && b>a do 
16 acc+=/i&; 





22 e lse 
ChisquareV alue=Q /*merged to one bin*/; 
DF=Q; return ChisquareValue and DF, 
hightertail=A2 * -—^-J—:—^s|_i) /* s ave the x 2 value of the merged higher tail*/; 
ChisquareV alue+=hightertail 
25 DF++; 
26 /*process intermediate b ins*/ ; 
27 i = a + l ; 
28 lasti=i /* record last i*/ ; 
















while acc<5 && i<b do 
acc+=/i t; 
i++; 
i — ; 
\ii==b-l then 
/"merging to the merged right tail bin*/; 
ChisquareV alue-=hightertail; 
ChisquareValue+=A2 * (F ' ( :c ' | gH1 'A)l ' |f ' ' / 
break; 
else 
|_ ChisquareValue^^ * ^ ^ t f ' 
DF++; 
la sti=i; 
44 DF /*the degree of freedom is equal to the number of merged bins minus 1 "I; 
45 return ChisquareValue and DF; 
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We obtain the best A which minimizes the /^-values of the x2 goodness of fit test 
for various \S\ through a simulation. The solid curve in the Fig. 5.11 shows the textitA 
that would yield minimum p-values for different | 5 | . To simplify, we fit the curve using 
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|S| 
Figure 5.11: The solid curve shows the q that would yield minimum/? — values for different 
| 5 | , The dotted one illustes a fit with A = 1/(\S\ - 1) 
Thus, when we constructing the theoretical model for the expected density histogram 
of a sector of size IS"!, we first calculate the A (textitX = 1/(\S\ — 1)). The corresponding 
cosine similarity threshold r can be attained by solving equation (34), or more simply, by 
searching the table TB mentioned in Sect. 5.3.5. 
5.3.7. Summary of the Algorithm 
The proposed algorithm is summarized in algorithm 8. The input of algorithm 8 
includes \^,L which is an array of all stock vectors that start from kth trading day and 
end at (k + L — l)th trading day, stock sector filter matrix B, and the algorithm switch 
AlgoSwitch for which 0 indicates using theoretical model to construct expected density 
histogram, or 1 using random sampling. Y*'L is first normalized using (28) and (29) (Line 




T - . . , t-* 
Algorithm 8: algorithm summary 
Data: VM"; / * Stock vectors in a time window. * / 
Data: 5 ; / * Stock sector f i l te r matrix. * / 
Data: AlgoSwitch; / * Algorithm switch, 0 for theoretical 
and 1 for random sampling * / 
Result: CorePatterns 
1 CorePatterns = []; 
2 vf'L = normalize^1); 
3 foreach sector i do 
4 S = a(Bi); /* Select the subset of stocks in sector i. 
*/ 
s A = 1/(15-1-1); 
6 r = LookUpTB(X); 
7 observedJiist = BuildObservedDensityHist(Vs' , r ) ; 
8 if AlgoSwitch == 0 then 
9 |_ expected-hist = BuildTheoreticalModel(|5|); 
10 else 
n T = 30; 
12 expected-hist = RandomSampling(V^L, T,\S\,T); 
13 signif = SignificanceTest(expectedJiist, observed Jiist); 
14 if 5ignif^ 0.001 then 
is CorePatterns = AddNewCorePattern(CorePatterns, 
ExtractCorePattQms(expected-hist,observed-.hist)); 
16 return CorePatterns; 
histogram is built (Line 4 to 7). AlgoSwitch is used to switch between theoretical model and 
random sampling. When AlgoSwitch is equal to 0, the algorithm uses the theoretical model 
from equation (37) (Line 9), otherwise it uses random sampling with 30 random samples 
to build the expected histogram (lines 11 to 12). Then the statistical significance of each 
sector is calculated by applying a %2 goodness-of-fit test on the two density histograms 
(Line 13). Core patterns are extracted from those that are significant (Lines 15 to 16). 
5.4. Evaluation 
The algorithm is tested on SkP500 stock database from 02/01/06 to 01/31/2007, 
07/30/2007 to 07/29/2008, and from 08/21/2009 to 08/20/2010. With training window size 
of L, evaluation window size of L',and the number of trading days after taking derivative 
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equaling to Z — 1, the algorithm is tested (Z — L — U) times. For each test, if the algorithm 
identifies that a sector is coherent (significant) in a training window, core patterns are built 
separately in the training window and its corresponding evaluation window. Table 5.2 
summarizes the fraction of coherent windows for each sector. 













































































It can be seen that the Consumer Discretionary sector, Financials sector, Information 
Technology sector, Utilities sector and Energy sector show coherent behavior in most 
training windows. 
The stability of core patterns can be evaluated by examining whether the stock 
vectors in the core patterns found in a training window can still form core patterns 
in the consecutive evaluation window. We apply sensitivity, specificity and accuracy 
measurements to evaluate the stability of a core pattern. Notice that if there is more than 
one core pattern, we aggregate them for the purpose of simplifying the evaluation. Assume 
PJJ is a subset of stock vectors that forms a core pattern in the training window [j, j+L — 1] 
in sector i, and PtL3 is a subset of stock vectors that forms a core pattern in the evaluation 
window [j + L, j + L + L' — 1] in the same sector. Then the sensitivity, specificity and 
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accuracy for the core pattern P%L3 in the training window can be calculated as: 
TP 
sens = 
I i,J ' 1,3 
TP + FN | p . n P L ' | + | pL '_ F £ | (47) 
spec = 
TN \pL n pL 





S = a{B%) 
\pL
 npL l . i p L n p £ I 
\s\ (49) 
Sj is the ith row in the stock sector filter matrix B, and a(B%) is a select function 
that selects stocks that are in the ith sector. Thus S is the subset of stocks in the ith sector. 
lfJ^S-PlLJ,andP^ = S-p£. 
Fig. 5.12 illustrates an example. There are 5 stocks in this sector. In the training 
window, stocks 76, 13 and 7 form a core pattern, i.e.,/3^ = {76,13,7}. While in the 
evaluation window, stocks 119, 7 and 13 form a core pattern, i.e., P^ = {119,7,13}. 
Then P^ = {119,273} and P^ = {76,273}. Thus sensitivity, specificity and accuracy 






-« Training Window »-






Illustration of core pattern stability evaluation 
Figure 5.12: Illustration of a sector which has 5 stocks. In training window, stocks 76, 13 
and 7 form a core pattern, while in evaluation window, stocks 119, 7 and 13 form a core 
pattern 
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The way to calculate these measures on all sectors for all time windows is as follows: 
Suppose that the set of training windows in which the ith sector is coherent is SigDlL. We 
label a training window using the start trading date of the training window. Thus SigDlL is 
a set of start trading dates of the training windows under consideration. Let SigD1^ indicate 
the j t h ( j 6 [1, \SigDlL\] ) training window in SigDlL. Then sensitivity, specificity and 
accuracy for all sectors in all time windows can be calculated as equations (50), (51) and 
(52) show. 
TP 
sens — -TP+FN 
1V1 | w i y ± ^ | ' 
£ E 1 ^ * . ^ * J (50) ,=1 J = i ' i,Sif}D^ i,SigD 
M \SzgD*L\ , , 
£ £ {^,SigDf^Sr9Df\ + K,Si9Df-PtsigD^ 
TN 
spec TN+FP 
,£ 5 KsigD^Ks,gDf\ (3D 
M \SigDtL\ ; ; 
TP+TN 
acc —
 + TP+TN+FP+FN 
M \SzgDlL\ l 7 
= £ g Ks.nfKs^Ks^Ks^ (52) 
M \SigDlL\ 
E E k(B,)| 
| 5 ^ D l L | is the number of training windows in which the ith sector is coherent; 
P%Si DlL anc^ Pi'si DlL a r e c o r e P a t t e r n s °f m e ith sector in the training window that starts 
from the (SigD^1)111 day and the evaluation window that starts from the (SigD%3L + L)th 
day respectively. \cr(Bt) | is the number of stock vectors in sector i. 
5.5. Comparison with Clustering Algorithms 
In this study, two prominent clustering algorithms, DBScan and K-means, are used 
to compare with the proposed algorithm. 
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5.5.1. Comparison with DBScan 
DBScan [56] is a well-known density-based clustering algorithm. It has two 
parameters: minimum points (minPts) and epsilon (eps). 
We perform DBScan in the same stock data sets. Since stock vectors change over 
each time window, it is very inefficient to use a k-dist graph [56] to estimate proper values 
for eps and minPts in each time window. Therefore, we test DBScan with minPts being 
equal to 3,4,5,...,11 in each time window. A corresponding eps is chosen such that the 
average sizes of clusters found by DBScan algorithm are close to the average size of core 
patterns. 
M \SigDlL\ 
M 2_y Z-y "t,SigDlL 
\C\ = Y\a(Bl)\*1-1 J~' ,, (53) 
1
 ' Z-/ ' V %n M \SigDlL\ V ' 
E E k(A)| 
1 = 1 j = l 
M \SigD*L\ 
M Z_y 2-y i,SigDlL 
\C'\ = y \a(Bt)\ * ^ - r^Ti (54) 
1
 ' / - ^ ' V %n M \SigD^L\ V ' 
E E W(B%)\ 
i = i j = i 
|(j(Bj)| is the number of stock vectors in sector i. \C\ and \C'\ are the desired cluster 
sizes in a training window and an evaluation window. To achieve the desired cluster sizes, 
parameter eps can be attained by an interval halving method. Choosing eps in such a way 
is to make sure that both algorithms capture a similar number of high-density stocks. 
DBScan is performed in the same stock data set, with (L = 5,L' = 5), (L — 
10,1/' = 5) and (L = 10, L' = 10). Sensitivity, specificity and accuracy are calculated 
accordingly. Notice that if we find there are more than one cluster found by DBScan in a 
training window or an evaluation window, we aggregate them to one cluster, in order to be 
fair in the comparison with the proposed algorithm since core patterns are also aggregated. 
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5.5.2. Comparison with K-means 
We also compare the proposed algorithm with a partitioning clustering algorithm, 
namely K-means algorithm. In K-means algorithm, K is chosen such that the average size 
of each cluster is equal to the average size of the aggregated core patterns in the training 
windows: 
M \SigDlL\ 
£ £ W(Bt)\ 
K = l~l J~l (55) 
V V \PL I 
*-> £-1 I i,SigDlLl 
where [J is floor operation, M is the number of sectors, \cr{B%) | is the number of stock 
vectors in sector i, and PL5j D%L is the set of core patterns of the ith sector in the training 
window that starts from the (SigDlL)th day. K is appled to both a training window and 
an evaluation window. However, there is no strict correspondence of K-means clusters 
between two consecutive windows. For example, after runing K-means algorithm, we 
get 5 clusters in a training window (CijC^.-.Cs), as well as in an evaluation window 
(C1,C2---C5). We do not know to which cluster C\ in the training window corresponds 
K 
in the evaluation window. One way to achieve that goal is to maximize £ Cl D C", 
where C% is the ith cluster in the training window and C" (C" C {C'1,C'2...C'5}) is C% 
's hypothetical corresponding cluster in the evaluation window. To solve this problem, a 
bruteforce approach may work but with a complexity of 0(nn). In this study, we follows a 
heuristic approach depicted in algorithm 9. 
The input of algorithm 9 are clusters (C) in a training window and clusters (C) 
in an evaluation window. The output of algorithm 9 is the matched clusters (C ) in the 
evaluation window. In algorithm 9, an empty matrix OvM which is used for counting 
the matching stock vectors of each clusters between two partitions is first constructed. 
Entry (i,j) in matrix OvM indicates the number of matching stock vectors between 
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Algorithm 9: Heuristic approach for corresponding K-means clusters 
Data: C; / * clusters in training window. * / 
Data: C ; / * clusters in evaluation window. * / 
Result: C" 
1 OvM=BuildOverlapMatrix(|C|,|C'|); / * w i t h C c o l u m n - w i s e and C' 
r o w - w i s e . * / 
2 C"=[]; 
3 while OvM has a non-zero entry do 
4 [ij] = findMax(OvM); /* find the indices (i,j) of the 
cell which has the maximum value. */ 
5 Ci = Cj\ 
6 ResetEdge(OvM,i,j); /* set all cells in row i and column 
j of OvM to 0. */ 
7 return C"; 
cluster C\ in an evaluation window and cluster Cj in a training window. The algorithm 
iteratively finds two clusters, one in the training window and the other in the evaluation 
window, that have maximum matches, until all clusters in both windows are matched. 
Function BuildOverlapM'atrixQ in the 1s t line is to build the matrix OvM. Function 
findMax{OvM) in the 4th line is to extract the row and column indices of the entry which 
has the maximum value. Function ResetEdge(OvM, i,j) in the 6th line sets all entries in 
the ith row and the j t h column of OvM to 0. 
5.5.3. Comparison Results 
The comparisons of sensitivity, specificity and accuracy are shown in Fig. 5.13,Fig. 
5.14 and Fig. 5.15. It can be seen that the proposed algorithm, using both random sampling 
and the theoretical model, outperforms both DBScan algorithm and the K-means algorithm. 
The proposed algorithm with theoretical model is comparable with the proposed algorithm 
with random sampling. The accuracies and specificities of the proposed algorithms are not 
significantly different among (L = 5 ,1 / = 5), (L = 10, L' = 5) and (L = 10,1/ = 
10). However, the sensitivity values for (L = 5, L' = 5) for the proposed algorithms are 
relatively worse than those for (L = 10, L' = 5) and (L = 10, L' = 10). 
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Fig. 5.16 shows the comparison of the performance among the algorithms. The 
run times for the algorithms are averaged among the three data sets, and the run times 
for DBScan with different parameters are also averaged. Notice that the performance of 
the proposed algorithm with random sampling depends heavily on the number of samples 
used to create an expected density histogram. Although we only use 30 samples in 
this study, its performance is much worse than the other algorithms. However, using 
the theoretical model in the proposed algorithm achieves comparable performance with 
DBScan or K-means algorithms. 
Summarizing, the core patterns extracted by the proposed algorithms with both 
random sampling and with theoretical model are more stable than the clusters found by 
DBScan algorithm or K-means algorithm. Furthermore, The proposed algorithm with 
theoretical model has a comparable performance with DBScan and K-means algorithms. 
5.6. Conclusions 
In this study, we presented an algorithm for mining core patterns in stock market 
data. The algorithm identifies whether a stock sector currently shows coherent behavior. 
When coherent behavior of a stock sector is detected, core patterns are extracted. The core 
patterns are more stable than clusters found by some clustering algorithms such as DBScan 
and K-means. Such core patterns can be used in many existing stock mining algorithms 
that would otherwise use clusters. Through comparing with DBScan and K-means, we 
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Figure 5.13: The comparisons of sensitivity, specificity and accuracy among algorithms 
for data set 02/01/06 to 01/31/2007. It can be seen that the proposed algorithm, using 
both random sampling and the theoretical model, outperforms both DBScan algorithm and 
K-means algorithm. The proposed algorithm with theoretical model is comparable with the 
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(L=5, L'=5) (L=10, L'=5) (L=10, L'=10) 
Figure 5.14: The comparisons of sensitivity, specificity and accuracy among algorithms 
for data set 07/30/2007 to 07/29/2008. It can be seen that the proposed algorithm, using 
both random sampling and the theoretical model, outperforms both DBScan algorithm and 
K-means algorithm. The proposed algorithm with theoretical model is comparable with the 
proposed algorithm with random sampling. 
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Figure 5.15: The comparisons of sensitivity, specificity and accuracy among algorithms 
for data set 08/21/2009 to 08/20/2010. It can be seen that the proposed algorithm, using 
both random sampling and the theoretical model, outperforms both DBScan algorithm and 
K-means algorithm. The proposed algorithm with theoretical model is comparable with the 
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Figure 5.16: The run times for the algorithms are averaged among the three data sets, and 
the run times for DBScan with different parameters are also averaged. 
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CHAPTER 6. FINDING IMPORTANT DESIGN REGIONS IN A 
COMBINATORIAL DESIGN 
In previous histogram-based vector-item pattern mining algorithms, bins in density 
histograms with a height of less than 5 are combined with adjacent bins till the height 
of the merged bin is greater than 5. This process in some cases causes the previous 
histogram-based vector-item pattern mining algorithms unable to handle small data set. 
Furthermore, another drawback of the previous histogram-based vector-item pattern mining 
algorithms is that they cannot rank the significance level of these vector-item patterns. 
We tackled these problems by substituting the "x2 goodness of fit test" with "Effect 
size analysis", which is more suitable in some cases, especially in those that need 
multiple-hypothesis testing. 
In this project we collaborated with the NDSU Center for Nanoscale Science and 
Engineering. Our goal was to identify important design regions in a combinatorial design 
that has one or multiple responses. In this study, design regions, for which definitions will 
be given shortly, serve as item information. Experiments with multiple responses serve as 
vectors. Using the framework of vector-item pattern mining algorithms, we developed 
an algorithm for identifying important design regions in a combinatorial design. The 
importance of a design region is measured through a model that incorporates the effect 
size and confidence intervals of the design region. The important design regions will not 
only lead to low variances of multiple responses, but optimize them in the same step. The 
algorithm is tested on two published coating data sets. Experiment results show that the 
proposed algorithm identifies important design regions that match interesting findings of 
coating scientists. 
The study presented here is motivated by experiments on polymeric coatings, in 
which combinations of different modifications of the polymers as well as multiple solvent 
choices are examined for their physical and chemical properties using robotic techniques. 
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The individual design choices that make up a coating design will be called "factors". 
Examples of factors are the molecular weight of the main polymer chain, the length of 
side chains, and the salt concentration of the solvent. 
The factors and their design values together constitute the design space. Besides, one 
or more continuous responses are measured. These responses characterize certain features 
of a process or a product under different conditions specified by the combination of design 
values of each factor. 
The goal of the proposed algorithm is to identify which design points or design 
regions are important and would be likely to yield desired response values. In this study, a 
design region is defined as one design point or a set of adjacent design points. When the 
subset of instances in a design region shows a clear pattern, the design region is considered 
to be important. The proposed algorithm adopts a modified version of the vector-item 
pattern mining algorithm introduced in [134]. To determine whether the subset of instances 
in a design region shows a clear pattern or not, two histograms that summarize neighboring 
relationships are created, one for the instances within the subset and the other for the 
instances in multiple random samples. We refer to the histogram for the subset in a design 
region as observed density histogram, and the one that is created by averaging over random 
samples as expected density histogram. 
Fig. 6.1 shows an example of an observed density histogram for a design region and 
an expected density histogram constructed from random samples. Also included are results 
for a theoretical model that is used to approximate the expected density histogram in order 
to improve the efficiency, and which will be described shortly. 
The highlighted response profiles in the top left panel of Fig. 6.1 indicate that the 
instances in the design region display a clear pattern. Notice there is an obvious difference 
between the observed and expected density histograms that are shown in the bottom left 
panel. In contrast, the highlighted response profiles in the top right panel do not show a 
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Figure 6.1: The top-left panel shows a spider plot for the instances in a design region. 
The top-right panel shows a spider plot of a random sample. In the bottom-left and 
bottom-right panels, the black density histogram summarizes the neighboring relationship 
of the instances in the design region and random sample respectively. The gray density 
histograms are constructed from random samples. The blank histograms shows the 
theoretical model which will be discussed shortly. 
clear pattern and the two density histograms are very similar. 
Thus, by analyzing the difference between the observed density histogram and the 
expected density histogram of a design region, we can evaluate whether the design region 
shows a clear pattern or not. In the proposed algorithm, the effect size (we use Cohen's D) 
of the two histograms are analyzed. If effect size analysis yields a value greater than 0.8 (a 
"large" effect [41]), a pattern is identified for the design region under consideration. 
A clear pattern is identified by comparing the neighborhood of the instances in a 
design region with that of the instances in random samples. The instances in the design 
region, hence, are more close to each other than those in random samples, indicating a 
low variance when considering all the responses. In other words, such a pattern mining 
procedure identifies the settings of factors that will result in low variance of multiple 
responses. 
Furthermore, by adopting a product similarity measure, the proposed algorithm was 
able to identify factor settings that will lead to desired multiple responses. More details 
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will be described shortly. 
The contribution of the proposed algorithm are: 
(1) It provides an efficient and effective method to find important design regions that 
tend to yield interesting and important results for domain experts. 
(2) The design regions identified by the algorithm will not only lead to low variances 
of multiple responses, but can be used as design region bounds for other multiple responses 
optimization algorithms (more details will be given shortly). 
6.1. Related Work 
Frequent pattern mining is one of the fundamental techniques in data mining. Many 
efficient and effective pattern mining algorithms [75, 69, 5] have been developed, and the 
techniques have been applied to many domains [10, 33,52,90]. [134] presents an algorithm 
that identifies patterns that exist between vector data and item sets. Significant core patterns 
between sector information and stock time series have been identified using the algorithm 
presented in [133]. 
Design of Experiments [59] is a widely used method for controlled experiments, 
aiming to optimize a manufacturing process. The most popular designs include two-level 
factorial, fractional factorial designs, and classical response surface designs [128, 7]. These 
designs enable researchers and experimenters to identify settings that are optimal for 
yielding desired response values. 
The goal of robust design [127] is to reduce response variations in a manufacturing 
process by setting the factors to provide the best performance and to make the responses 
insensitive to noise factors. [127] employs an orthogonal array (or crossed array) to arrange 
the experiments, and to evaluate the response of an experimental run using signal-to-noise 
ratios. 
The Design of Experiments and Robust design are usually used to model each 
response with regard to the input factors. When there are multiple responses, it is common 
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that setting the factors to values that result in optimal performance of one response will 
not necessarily lead to good performance of other responses. Thus several other methods 
were developed to determine the best settings for the factors, in order to simultaneously 
optimize multiple response variables. [32] proposed an multiple responses optimization 
algorithm that consists of four stages based on artificial neural networks, desirability 
functions and a simulated annealing algorithm. [11] provides an algorithm to solve a 
multiple responses optimization problem using a neuro-fuzzy model and the Taguchi 
method of experimental design. [98] presents an approach for the multiple response 
robust parameter design problem based on a Bayesian method that maximizes the posterior 
predictive probability that the process satisfies a set of constraints on the responses. [115] 
takes the modeling stage into consideration besides the optimization stage. [5] presents an 
improved genetic algorithm approach to conduct multi-objective optimization of simulation 
modeling problems. 
Most of the available methods fit a polynomial model for the multiple responses 
w.r.t. control factors, and find optimal factor settings to maximize a desirability function. 
However, most of these approaches do not take into consideration the variance of responses 
when seeking the optimal factor settings. 
6.2. The Proposed Algorithm 
The proposed algorithm includes the following steps: 
1. Test region construction: Test regions are first constructed in order to determine 
which design regions are important. Details are given in Section 6.2.1. 
2. Building density histograms: For each test region, the two density histograms are 
built. More details will be given in Section 6.2.3. 
3. Effect size analysis: Effect size (Cohen's D) of each test region is analyzed by 
analyzing the effect size of the two density histograms. Details will be given in 
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sections 6.2.4 and 6.2.5. 
6.2.1. Test Region Enumerating 
A test region is a design region with each factor having no more instances than a 
predefined threshold. For simplicity, we only consider hype-cubic test regions that are 
orthogonal to factor axes. 
For example, in Fig. 6.2 design points e and / can form a test region that is defined 
by (Factorl == 1 U Factorl = = 2) D Factor! = = 1; However, design points g, e and 
h cannot form a test region since they do not form a hype-cubic (a rectangle in this two 
dimensional case) region. The proposed algorithm allows users to define how many design 









































































Figure 6.2: Left panel shows a design space of 2 factors, each of which has 3 different 
values. Right panel shows a response table in which there are ten instances with different 
combinations of factors. 
6.2.1.1 Indexing of design value combinations for each factor using bitvectors 
Suppose the pth factor has \YP\ values, and given a threshold 9P indicating the maximum 
number of adjacent design values in the factor that can be included to form a test region. 
Then we can index all combinations of these design values of the factor. Fig. 6.3 indexes 
the combinations of different design values of Factorl and Factor2 in Fig. 6.2 with 61 




















Figure 6.3: Enumerating the combinations of different design values of Factorl and Factor2 
in Fig. 6.2 with 9l (threshold of Factorl) equaling 2 and 92 (threshold of Factor2) equaling 
1. The numbers in boxes are the indices. 
represent the selection of design values. The right-most bit to the left-most bit of a bitvector 
indicate the selection of the smallest to the biggest design values, where ' 1 ' means the 
corresponding design value is selected and '0' otherwise. For example, the bitvector ' 110' 
in the left panel of Fig. 6.3 means design values '2' and ' 1 ' of Factorl in Fig. 6.2 are 
selected, and design value '0' of Factorl is deselected. The numbers in the boxes are the 
indices of the bitvectors (indexing this way facilitates the pruning procedure, which will 
be discussed shortly). We can easily generalize the enumeration to a factor that has \YP\ 
design values with a threshold 9P. And the total number of combinations can be expressed 
as: 
0p-\ 
Sp = s>T(\Yp\-i)=9p*\Yp\ (9
P
 -l)*6p (56) 
where Sp is the number of combinations for the pth factor, \YP\ is the number of 
design values of the pth factor, and 9P is the maximum number of adjacent design values 
that can be merged for the pth factor. In Fig. 6.3, p, \YP\ and 6P are equal to 1 and 3 and 2 
respectively for Factorl, 2 and 3 and 1 for Factor2. From equation (56) we get S1 equaling 
5 and S2 equaling 3, which is consistent with the total number of bitvectors shown in Fig. 
6.3. 
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6.2.1.2 Indexing of test regions for multiple factors A test region is created by 
intersecting the design value combinations from all factors. The setting from Fig. 6.2 
will continue to be used as an example. Test region (e and / ) is defined by (Factorl = = 
1 U Factorl == 2) n Factorl == 1. Since we have a method to index all combinations 
of design values for each factor, we can construct a generalized number system to index all 
test regions straightforwardly. 
Fig. 6.4 enumerates all test regions in Fig. 6.2 with 0l (threshold of Factorl) equaling 
2 and 02 (threshold of Factor2) equaling 1. The first column holds the indices of each 
test region. The second column and the third column are the indices of design value 
combinations for Factorl and Factor2 respectively. The fourth column shows the set of 
design points within each test region as in Fig. 6.2. The last column shows the bitvectors 




























































































Figure 6.4: Enumerating the test regions in Fig. 6.2 with 61 (threshold of Factorl) equaling 
2 and 62 (threshold of Factor2) equaling 1. 
We can generalize the enumeration of test regions to M factors that have \YP\ design 
values with a threshold 6P for the pth(p € [1, M\) factor. The total number of test regions 
can be expressed as: 
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M 
\B\ = \[SP (57) 
P=\ 
where B is the set of all test regions, \B\ is the number of all test regions, M is the 
number of factors, and Sp is the number of combinations of design values for the pth factor 
(in equation (56)). 
Therefore, given an experimental design for which we know the number of factors, 
M, and the number of design values (\YP\) for the pth(p G [1, M\) factor, after we define 
the maximum number of adjacent design values (8P) in the pth(p € [1, M]) factor that can 
be included to form a test region, we can index each test region using numbers from 1 to 
\B\, which can be calculated using equations (57) and (56). 
6.2.1.3 Converting the index over all test regions back to indices of design value 
combinations of individual factors When enumerating test regions, given an index 
q(q e [1, \B\]), we need to know the indices of design value combinations for each factor 
p. For example, in Fig. 6.4, for the index of test region (the first column) q = 6, we need to 
get the index of the combination of design values for Factorl (I1 = 1) and Factor2 (I2 = 2) 
(the second and the third columns). Given an index q (q e [1, |5|]) of test regions, the 
indices for the combinations of design values for each factor p can be calculated as follows: 
P = g/itls1) 
i = i 
0 - 1 
/(11st 
1 = 1 
(58) 
P is the index of the combination of design values for the pth factor, for a test region 
index q e [1, \B\], S1 is the number of combinations of design values for the ith factor (in 
equation (56)), [J is a floor operation and |~| is a ceiling operation. 
6.2.1.4 Converting single-factor indices back to bitvectors that characterize design 
regions After extracting the index P (in equation (58)), we then try to obtain the selected 
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design values of the p factor. 
Take Fig. 6.4 for example, previously we know when the test region index (the first 
column) q = 6, from equation (58) we get the index of the combination of design values 
for Factor 1 I1 = 1 and Factor2 I2 = 2 (the second and the third columns). We need to 
know that the second and the third design values of Factor 1 and the second design value of 
Factor2 are selected (the fifth column), in order to know that the test region index q = 6 
indexes the design region {e, / } (the fourth column). 
We solve the problem in a geometric way: 
Notice that in Factorl of Fig. 6.3, the bitvectors in the rightmost column have only 
one ' 1' bit, from bottom to top starting from the least significant bit to most significant 
one. And the next rightmost column have two consecutive ' 1' bits, also from bottom to top 
starting from the least significant bits to most significant ones, and so on. There are 01 = = 2 
columns in total. The index for Factorl starts from the top-left bitvector to right-bottom 
one, from top to bottom and from left to right. Fig. 6.5 shows a geometric representation 
for the bitvectors for the pth factor. Each dot in Fig. 6.5 represents a bitvector. 
Given an index P, we first try to find its representing dot, for example P in Fig. 6.5. 
The number of dots between dot P and dot G, i.e., L, is exactly the position of the least 
significant ' 1' bit in the corresponding bitvector. The number of columns from column 
EG to rightmost column BD (denote by |JB.B|), is the number o f 1' bits of corresponding 
bitvector, which are indexing the selected design values. 
L is equal to the number of dots from dot P to dot D minus the number of dots from 
dot F to dot D (EG and FH are two consecutive columns). Let Tp denote the number of 
dots from dot P to dot D: 
Tp = Sp - P + 1 (59) 
where Sp (equation (56)) is the total number of dots from dot A to dot D, and P is 
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Figure 6.5: Geometric representation for the bitvectors. Each dot represents a bitvector. 
the index which is equal to the number of dots from dot A to dot P. Let t equal the number 
of columns from FH to BD, then the number of dots from dot F to dot D is equal to 
(the number of dots from dot F to dot H is equal to \YP\ — (t — 1)). Thus: {\Y"\-lt-l)+\Y"\)t 2 
L = TP -
{\YP\ - {t - 1) + \YP\)t (60) 
where Tp is in equation (59), and t has the following relationship with Tp: 
( |yp|-( t- i)+|yi ' | ) t QYP\-t+\YP\)(t+l) 
<Tp< 
i.e., the number of dots from dot P to dot D is greater than the number of dots from 
dot F to dot D but less than or equals to the number of dots from dot E to dot D. Thus we 
get: 
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The number o f 1' bits in the corresponding bitvector is eqal to t + 1, i.e., \EB\ = = 
t + l. 
Summarizing equations (59), (60) and (61), given an index P, the selected design 
values of the pth factor can be expressed as: 
a(p,P) = {YP'J\J£[L,L + t}} (62) 
where a(p, P) is a function to extract a set of design values YP,J (the j t h design value 
of the pth factor) for the pth factor when the index of the combination of design values of 
pth factor is equal to P, L is in equation (60) and t is in equation (61). 
Going back to the example shown in Fig. 6.4, previously we know when the test 
region index (the first column) q = = 6, from equation (58) we get the index of the 
combination of design values for Factorl I1 = = 1 and Factor2 I2 = = 2 (the second and 
the third columns). Using the function in equation (62) we get <r(l, I1) == {Y1,2, Y1'3} 
and cr(2,12) = = Y2'2, i.e., the second and the third design values of Factorl and the second 
design value of Factor2 are selected. Thus we know the test region index q == 6 indexes 
the design region {e, / } . 
Through the procedure discussed above, we can enumerate all the test regions (q € 
[1, |S|]) that satisfy the threshold 9p(p e [1, M]) for each factor. 
6.2.2. Pruning Searching Space 
Since we are only looking at those test regions in which the numbers of instances are 
greater than a threshold ip, we can adopt a pruning technique that is similar to the apriori 
algorithm in association rule mining [112, 5]. Fig. 6.6 shows an example of design space 
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Figure 6.6: An example design space of 3 factors, which have 5, 4 and 2 design values 
respectively. 
For each factor, we can build a lattice in which each node represents a design value 
combination that could possibly participate in forming a valid test region. In Fig. 6.7, the 
threshold 9 is set to 3 for all the three factors. Thus all the nodes with bold fonts, such as 
"a(5)a(4)a(3)" and "b(2)b(l)", will participate in forming valid test regions. Once we find 
the number of instances in the intersection of multiple nodes, each from different lattices, 
is less than the threshold ip, then: 
Pruning (i): all their offspring's intersections will also have less than ip instances. 
Pruning (ii): adding more factors to the intersection results in even less instances. 
Take nodes "a(3)a(2)a(l)" and "b(2)b(l)" in Fig. 6.7 for example. If the intersection 
of the two nodes has less than cp instances, then (i) all the intersections of any two nodes, 
one from each dash circle, will also be less than tp and (ii) adding another factor to the 
intersection, for example "a(3)a(2)a(l)" n "b(2)b(l)" Pi "c(2)'\ will have less than <p 
instances either. 
From design space point of view, if the number of instances in all the nodes within 
the gray cube in Fig. 6.6 is less than cp, then the number of instances in any of its subset of 
nodes will also be less than ip. 
This observation provides us an efficient way to prune the test region search space. 
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Figure 6.7: All design value combinations that could possibly form a valid test region. In 
this example 6 = = 3 for factor a and factor b and factor c. Thus all the nodes with bold 
fonts, such as "a(5)a(4)a(3)" and "b(2)b(l)", will participate in forming valid test regions. 
Notice that the numbers at the left-bottom of the nodes in a lattice (Fig. 6.7 for 
example) indicate the indices of that factor, i.e., the P in equation (58). Ordering the 
indices this way, i.e, the index increments from left to right and level by level, facilitates 
the pruning algorithm. 
When enumerating test regions using index q (q € [1, \B\] where \B\ is the number 
of all test regions as in equation (57)), once there is a test region indexed by q that has less 
than ip instances, all its sub test regions' indices can be discarded. 
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Given the P-th node for the p factor, we can know immediately the indices of its 
two children, {P+L, P+L+l} (L is the number of nodes at the same level). For example, 
the two children of the 3 rd node of factor a in Fig. 6.7 are [3+3, 3+3+1] = [6, 7]. Notice that 
L = \YP\ — \cr(p, P) I + 1, where \YP\ is the number of design values in the pth factor, i.e., 
the number of leaf nodes, and \cr(p, P)\ (equation (62)) is the number of different design 
values in the node. Furthermore, node Jp's children's children (there will be three children 
if it has any), can be expressed as [P + L + (L + 1), P + L + 1 + (L + 1) + 1], i.e., from 
the left child's left child to right child's right child. For example, the three children of the 
3th node's children are [3 + 3 +- 4,3 + 3 + 1 + 4 + 1] = [10,12], i.e, the 10tft node to 12ih 
node. The indices of the Ith level offspring nodes for the pth node can be expressed as: 
Ov,i»,i
 = lP + J2(\Y?\-\a(p,P)\ + l), 
(63) 
p
 + Y;(\Yv\-\a(p,P)\+t) + l} 
t=\ 
where \a(p, P)\ (equation (62)) is the number of different design values in the node. 
Notice that node P has \a(p, P)\ — 2 levels of non-leaf offspring nodes. Thus all 
offspring nodes of the P's node can be expressed as: 
*(p.ip)=u!:r , h I o p" <«> 
where 5(p, P) is the function to extract all the offspring nodes of the P — th node 
for the pth factor, Op'IP,/ is in equation (63). 
After we get all the offspring nodes in each lattice, we can calculate all the sub test 
regions' indices as follows: 
M p - 1 
Q = {t\t=l + YJ{P-l)*\[S\re{Pvj5{pJv)}} (65) 
p=l i = l 
where M is the number of factors, P is the index of a test region in the pth factor, Sl 
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(in equation (56)) is the number of combinations for the ith factor, and 5(p, P) (in equation 
(64)) is the nodes in sub lattices of the Ip-th node of the pth factor. 
Alg. 10 shows the algorithm to enumerate all test regions. Alg. 10 first determines if 
there is a corresponding sub-lattice table file (Line 1), which will be discussed shortly. 
If the sub-lattice table file exists, then it initializes the lookup table SubLatticeTable, 
otherwise it sets the lookup table SubLatticeTable to be empty (Lines 2 to 4). Then 
Alg. 10 calculates |£?|, the number of all combinations of design values for all factors 
(Line 5). For each number q in [1, | 5 | ] , the Alg. 10 first determines if the test region 
represented by the number q is valid or not. If the test region is not valid, which means 
the test region is a sub test region of an invalid test region that is already calculated, then 
the test region is simply discarded (Lines 9 to 10). Otherwise for each factor, the algorithm 
first calculates the index P using equation (58), and then using equation (62) to extract 
which design values are selected by P in the pth factor (Lines 14 to 16). Once function 
FindNumberO f Instance finds that the number of the instance in the intersection of the 
nodes of the calculated lattices(factors) is less than ip, 'Pruning (i)' as well as 'Pruning (ii)' 
is applied: if the lookup table SubLatticeTable is empty, equation (65) is used to extract 
the complete sub test region set V (Lines 19 to 20). Otherwise the sub test region set V is 
read from the lookup table SubLatticeTable (Lines 21 to 22). 
To make the pruning procedure even more efficient, we can save to disk sub-lattice 
tables w.r.t. the number of factors, the number of design points in each factor, and the 
threshold 6 for each factor in advance. When processing a data set we can simply load the 
corresponding sub-lattice tables (lines 1 and 2 in Alg. 10). To create such a sub-lattice table, 
we first calculate the number of combinations of all the lattices (factors) using equation 
(57), i.e. N in line 5 of Alg. 10, and for each number in [1, N] we extract all the sub test 
regions using equation (65). This procedure can be easily parallelized, and we can save 
multiple files for each sub-lattice table, and load the corresponding file by checking the 
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Algorithm 10: Enumerate test regions 
Function GetTestRegion; / * g e t a l l t e s t r e g i o n s . * / 
Data: Y; / * The array for storing link list of each factor 
values. * / 
Data: 6; /* number o f d e s i g n v a l u e s can b e m e r g e d * / 
Result: B\ / * the set of all test regions * / 
1 if exist(corresponding sub-lattice table file) then 
SubLatticeTable=load(corresponding sub-lattice table file); / * s p e e d up 
p r u n i n g p r o c e s s i n l i n e 2 2 . * / 
3 else 
4 |_ SubLatticeTable=[]; 
5 calculate N (N==|B|) using equation (57); 
6 B=[] ; /* initialize B */ 
7 validTestRegion = ones(l,N) ; /* Initialize a look up table 
indicating whether a test region is valid or not. */ 
8 for q = 1 : N do 
9 if validTestRegion(q)==0 then 
10 continue; ; / * i f t h e t e s t r e g i o n , i n d e x e d by q, i s n o t 
v a l i d , d i s r e g a r d i t . * / 
n validSet=[]; 
12 nodeIndices=ones(l,M); 
13 for p = 1 : M do 
14 calculate Ip using equation (58); 
is nodeIndices(p)=/p; 
16 validSet=[validSet, a(p, Ip)] using equation (62); 
n if FindNumberO j'InstanceIn(validSet) < ip then 
is validSet=[]; 
19 if isempty(SubLatticeTable) then 
20 V = Q using equation (65).; / * find all test regions 
constructed by the nodes in sub-lattices * / 
21 else 
22 V=SubLatticeTable(q); / * l o o k up s u b t e s t r e g i o n s f o r 
t h e t e s t r e g i o n i n d e x e d by q * / 
23 val idTestRegion(V)=0; 
24 break; 
25 B = [£,validSet]; 
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value of the test region index q (in line 8 of Alg. 10) to save memory. Whenever there is 
a test region dose not meet the threshold ip, all the sub test regions can be discarded, as 
shown in line 22 of Alg. 10. 
6.2.3. Building Density Histograms 
To prevent some response values from dominating the results of the proposed 
algorithm, response values are transformed by applying a z-score normalization: 
*> = ^ r m 
where X] is the j t h response value of the ith instance, Xi is the mean of the j t h response 
and a(XJ) is the standard deviation of the j t h response. 
The proposed algorithm adopts a modified version of the vector-item pattern mining 
algorithm [134]. Two density histograms are built for the subset of instances in each test 
region. The observed density histogram summarizes the distribution of the neighboring 
relationship for the subset of instances in the test region under consideration; The expected 
density histogram provides the expected distribution of the neighboring relationship for the 
subset. 
In the proposed algorithm, product similarity is applied: 
Sim(Xl,XJ) = J2 (* 'x*j) (67) 
ie[i,D] 
where Xt and Xj are the ith and j t h instance vectors, X\ is the Ith response value of ith 
instance vector Xt, and D is the number of responses. If two instance vectors X% and X3 
satisfy the following condition, they are considered to be neighbors: 
5zm(X8, X3) >=Dx ThS (68) 
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where D x ThS {ThS is a constant value, 0.1 in our study) serves as a threshold for the 
similarity measurement. 
Alg. 11 shows how the observed and expected density histograms are constructed. 
Function BuildObservedDensityHist builds an observed density histogram, and function 
RandomSampling builds an expected desity histogram using random sampling. Both 
functions call a sub-function BuildDensityHist, which builds a density histogram for a 
subset of instance vectors. 
The input of the function BuildDensityHist are a subset of instance vectors X5 and 
the product similarity threshold ThS. The output of the function BuildDensityHist is the 
density histogram hist. To build a density histogram for a subset of vectors, the number of 
neighbors for each instance vector in the test region is calculated (Lines 15 to 18), and a 
contribution of 1 is added to a corresponding bin of the density histogram (Line 19). 
To build an observed density histogram, function BuildObservedDensityHist 
directly calls function BuildDensityHist, with the test region under consideration (Line 
1), and returns the result of function BuildDensityHist, which is the observed density 
histogram. 
To build an expected density histogram, function RandomS ampling draws T 
random samples. A density histogram is built for each sample (Lines 7 to 8). Then the 
contribution of these random samples are averaged to create the expected density histogram 
for the test region (Line 9). In this study, T is set to 30. 
Fig. 6.1 shows an example of the observed density histogram and the two versions of 
the expected density histogram, one constructed from random samples and the other using 
the theoretical model, which will be described in Section 6.2.6. 
6.2.4. Effect Size Analysis 
The data sets for a combinatorial design sometimes are relatively small. The sizes 
of the two density histograms hence are small too, which makes statistical significance 
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Algorithm 11: Building Density Histograms 
/*********BuildObservedDensityHist************/; 
Function: BuildObservedDensityHist; /* B u i l d i n g Observed d e n s i t y 
h i s t o g r a m */ 
Data: XsB ; / * t h e s u b s e t of i n s t a n c e v e c t o r s i n t h e kth t e s t 
a r e a . */ 
Data: ThS; / * size(XsB ,2)xThS i s t h e p roduc t s i m i l a r i t y 
t h r e s h o l d . */ 
Result: hist; / * Observed d e n s i t y h i s t o g r a m */ 
1 hist = BuildDensityHist(XsB ,ThS); 
2 return hist; 
•i / ip^^^^^^^JiJ^:^!^;^ R jiTinoin J Jim n i l n p * ' ' ' ' ' ' ^ 5 ' ' ^ * ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 ' 1 ^ 1 ' 1 * / * 
4 Function: RandomSampling ; /* Building Expected density 
histogram from Random samples */ 
Data: X; /* the matrix for all attribute values */ 
Data: ThS; /* size(X,2) x ThS is the product similarity 
threshold. */ 
Data: |ISBJ; /* Sample size. */ 
Data: T; /* Number of samples. */ 
Result: hist; /* Expected density histogram */ 
5 hist = zeros(l,\SBk\); 
6 for i=l to T do 
R = FindARandSet(N,\SBk\); I * E x t r a c t a random sample . N i s 
t h e number of i n s t a n c e s . */ 
hist = hist + BuildDensityHist(Xji, ThS); 
9 hist — hist/T; 
10 return hist; 
12 Function: BuildDensityHist; /* Bu i ld d e n s i t y h i s t o g r a m fo r a 
subse t of i n s t a n c e s i n a t e s t a r ea */ 
Data: Xg; /* a s u b s e t of v e c t o r s */ 
Data: ThS; /* size{Xs,2) x ThS i s t h e p roduc t s i m i l a r i t y 
t h r e s h o l d . */ 
Result: hist; /* Dens i ty h i s t o g r a m */ 
13 hist = zeros(l, \S\); 







torj=l to \S\ do 
if i! = jhk Sim(XSi,XSj) > size(Xs,2) x ThS then 
[_ neighbors=neighbors+1; 
hist(neighbors)=hist(neighbors)+1; 
20 return hist; 
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analysis such as a %2 goodness of fit test unsuitable. Furthermore, the proposed algorithm 
detects patterns in test regions of various sizes, for which some include several others. 
For example, test region {a, b, d, e] in Fig. 6.2 includes test regions {a}, {b}, {d}, {e}, 
{a, b}, {a, d}, {b, e} and {d, e}. To obtain the familywise error rate when using a statistical 
hypothesis testing, The Bonferroni correction has to be applied. Several previous works 
[110, 63, 17] have addressed the drawbacks of the Bonferroni correction. 
In the proposed algorithm, effect size (we use Cohen's D) together with confidence 
intervals (CI) of a subset of instances in a test region under consideration is analyzed by 
comparing the two density histograms. 
Cohen's D of the two density histograms is as follows: 
d = , ^ " ^ (69) 
Y ni+ri2 
where H\ is the mean of the observed density histogram for a subset of instances 
under consideration, H2 is the mean of the expected density histogram created from 
multiple random samples, n\ and n2 are the sizes of the two density histograms and Si and 
s2 are the standard deviations of the two density histograms respectively. Since n\ == n2, 
the above equation can be transformed: 
, / 2m H,-H2 
d =
 \ T" X / o
 2 (70> 
V Tli - 1 y/S2 _ s2 
Upward bias caused by small sample size is further corrected as suggested by [72]: 
d = 2 * xH^K ( ? 1 ) 8(n! - 1) - l j V nx - 1 y ^ T T 
The calculation of confidence interval (CI) of Cohen's D involves the calculation of 
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noncentral parameters (ncp). To simplify, an approximate estimation [101] is used instead: 
95%CI = d - 1.96se to d + 1.96se (72) 
where effect size d is in equation (71), 95%CI is the approximate width of 95% confidence 
interval of d and se is the asymptotic standard error for the effect size: 
se = J— +
 T (73) 
y nx A(nx - 1) 
The test regions for which the effect size of the corresponding density histograms exceeds 
0.8 ("large" effect [41]) are extracted. The confidence interval values will be used for 
ranking the importance of test regions. 
6.2.5. Ranking the Importance of Test Regions 
The importance of a test region consists two parts. One is the effect size of the 
corresponding density histograms, the other is confidence interval. A simple linear model 
is created to evaluate the importance of a test region: 
{ a x d + 6 x 3.92se d > 0.8 (74) 0 d < 0.8 
where IMq is the importance value of the qth test region, d is the effect size(equation (71)) 
and se is in equation (73). a and b are the weights for the effect size and the confidence 
interval respectively. It is desired to have a big effect size value and a small confidence 
interval value. 
The importance of an individual design point can be calculated from all the test 








where IMP1 is the importance of the ith design point, IBQ (i) is an indicator function 
which equals to 1 if the ith design point belongs to the qth test region otherwise 0, and \B\ 
is the number of test regions. 
The importance of an individual design point thus can be seen as being modeled from 
the design point and its neighboring design points within different sizes of hype-volumes. 
Therefore, the further a neighbor to this design point, the less the neighbor contributes to 
the importance of the design point under consideration. Fig. 6.8 illustrates the degree of 
contributions of neighboring design points to the one under consideration, the darker the 
higher. 
Notice that the above design point importance modeling method enables us to 
calculate the importance of the design points in which there is no instances at all, by only 











the design point 
under consideration 
Figure 6.8: Illustration of the weights for the importance of neighboring design points. The 
darker the higher. 
6.2.6. Theoretical Model 
In many cases, domain experts expect that the responses would roughly follow a 
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normal distribution. A theoretical model of the expected histogram can be used to replace 
random sampling for the purpose of improving efficiency. 
Let Xj and X^ be two arbitrary instance vectors. The probability that the product 
similarity of Xj and X^ exceeds the threshold t can be calculated by integrating over 
all dimensions of X, and X3 with their respective weights (note that the two arbitrary 
vectors roughly follow a standard normal distribution along all the dimensions after z-score 
normalization (equation (66)), provided that all the responses roughly follow a normal 
distribution): 
/ ^ ^ - ^ ( - ^ f e - ^ e ^ A ^ (76) 
where 9 is an Heaviside step function, D is the number of responses (i.e., the dimensionalities 
of Xj and X3), and X* and X!f are the kth response values of Xj and X^ respectively. 
Suppose SD is the hype-surface region of an D-sphere of unit radius, then: 
/
oo /*oo 




= {lZoe~X2dx) D 
where 
2
 m ^ v T for D odd 
SD = < {V] (78) 
j^JL for D even 
\ 2 ' 
Let r be the length of the vector Xt. Vector X3 can be represented by two vectors Z 
and U such that X., = Z + U, where vector Z points to the same direction as Xj and vector 
U is perpendicular to vector Xt. Rewrite the Heaviside step function: 
e(Y/X*Xf-t)=9(rZ-t) (79) 
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To simplify the integration over Xj in equation (76), the coordinate system of vector Xj 
is rotated such that one axis points to the direction of Z. Therefore the integrations in the 
new coordinate system of Xj over the other D — 1 dimensions other than the one that has 
the same direction as Z yield 1, since the Heaviside step function in these integrations are 
independent from Z. Also substitute equations (77) and (79) to equation (76): 
V = Io+C° / - + ~ ^Z - *)(^TSnr^e- l^e-^dZdr 
letZ=V2Y1, 1 .D 
Io+C° / - ~ ^V^Y - ^Svr^e-^^e-^dYdr (80) 
2 
= \i^)DirSDr^e^erfc{^)dr 
where erfc is a complementary error function. 
After calculating this probability p, the theoretical model for the expected density 
histogram is given by a binomial distribution: 
p ' ( l - p ) | S f l * l _ i (81) 
where \SBk \ is the size of the subset of instances and hi is the height of the ith bin in the 
expected density histogram. 
6.2.7. Summary of Algorithm 
Algorithm 12 summarizes the proposed algorithm. Firstly, Algorithm 10 is performed 
to get the set of all valid test regions (Line 1). Then for each valid test region, the observed 
density histogram is constructed (Line 5). If the test region includes many instances, the 
theoretical model (equation (81)) is used to build the expected density histogram, otherwise 
multiple random samples are created to construct the expected density histogram (Lines 6 
to 9). Finally, those test regions for which the Cohen's D is greater than 0.8 are returned 
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Algorithm 12: Algorithm Summary 
Function MainAlgorithm; /* the main algorithm. */ 
Data: Y; /* The array for storing link list of each 
factor values. */ 
Data: 6; /* number of design values can be merged */ 
Result: C; /* return turples, [important design region, 
important value] */ 
1 Using Algorithm 10 to get B ; /* get the set of all test 
regions */ 
2 ; 
3 C = {}; 
4 foreach valid Bq do 
5 Construct observed density histogram; 
6 if the \SBQ I > a threshold then 
7 Construct Expected Density histogram using Theoretical Model, 
(equation (81)); 
else 
I Construct Expected Density histogram using Random samples.; 
Calculate Cohen's D using equation (71). ; 
if the Cohen's D < 0.8 then 
|^  continue; 
Calculate 'importance' using equation (74); 








with corresponding importance values that are calculated from equation (74) (Lines 10 to 
14). 
6.3. Experimental Evaluation 
The proposed algorithm is tested on 2 coating data sets, which were published in 
[53, 54, 95]. 
The first data set [53, 54] has three factors: Mn for PDMS (molecular weight of 
polydimethylsiloxane, PDMS), PCL Length (Length of polycaprolactone blocks attached 
to PDMS) and Siloxane Content (percentage of PDMS). The factors and their values are 
shown in Table 6.1. 
There are six responses in the data set, measuring three physical properties before 
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Mn for PDMS = 2500 
Mn for PDMS = 5000 
Mn for PDMS = 7500 
Mn for PDMS = 10000 
Mn for PDMS = 15000 
Mn for PDMS = 20000 
Mn for PDMS = 25000 
Mn for PDMS = 30000 
Mn for PDMS = 35000 
Siloxane Content = 10 
Siloxane Content = 20 
Siloxane Content = 30 
Siloxane Content = 40 
PCL Length = 0 
PCL Length = 2 
PCL Length = 3 
PCL Length = 4 
and after water immersion (three for each). The researchers may be more interested in 
the difference of these properties before and after water immersion, thus we take the 
difference of the pairs of the responses, resulting in three new features: WCAI (Water 
Contact Angle Increment after water immersion), MICAI(Methylene Iodide Contact Angle 
Increment after water immersion) and API (Average Force at release Increment after water 
immersion). 
For this data set, we set the threshold of the number of instances in a test region 6 be 
equal to 10. 
Fig. 6.9 shows a screen shot of spider plot outputted by the related software for 
important test region in this data set. 
Notice that the profiles of the design region (the darker curves) shows a clear pattern, 
from which we can know that the water contact angle and Methylene Iodide contact angle 
are clearly increasing after water immersion, and the Average Force at release basically 
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((Factor_l_0 (J Factor, 1_1 (J Factor_l_2) f ) Factor_3_0) 
— All the other instances 
Instances in the test region 
Mean of all instances 
WCAI 
AFI 
Figure 6.9: The most important design region identified. 
have no changes after water immersion, which are considered good properties of a coating. 
We also tested the product algorithm [47] in all test regions. Table 6.2 shows the 
confusion matrix for comparing the two algorithms. Among the 1470 test regions, 32 test 
regions are considerded to be important, and 28 test regions are significant at 5% (p-value 
< 0.05) level by the product algorithm [47]. 









We analyzed the 11 test regions that are important by the proposed algorithm while 
not significant by the product algorithm. We find that the number of instances in these 11 
test regions are equal to or just slightly greater than 10 (10 is the threshold for product 
algorithm [47]), which cause all the bins in the two density histograms aggregated to a 
single bin [47], failing to get significant results. 
Fig. 6.10 shows an example that is considered to be important by the proposed 
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MICAI 
((Factor_l_0 \J Factor_l_l (J Factor_l_2) f | (Factor_2_0 |J Factor_2_l) f | Factor_3_0) 
All the other instances 
Instances in the test region 
Mean of all instances 
WCAI 
AFI 
Figure 6.10: The spider plot of an important test region which is not significant. 
algorithm but not significant by the product algorithm. From Fig. 6.10 we can see a clear 
pattern, and its two density histograms shown in Fig. 6.11 are clearly seperated. 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
# of Neighbors 
Figure 6.11: The density histograms of the important test region which is not significant. 
Furthermore, we analyzed the 7 test regions that are significant based on the product 
algorithm but not important based on the proposed algorithm. We find that the sets of 
instances in the 7 test regions are even less dense than random sets, making them aggregate 
to a small number of bins to the left of the observed density histograms, which are 
consequently separating from their corresponding expected density histograms. 
Fig. 6.12 shows an example that is not important based on the proposed algorithm 
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((Factor.1.1 \j Factor.lJ U Factor_l_3) f | (Factor.2.0 |J Factor.2.1) f\ (Factor_2_l (J Factor.2.2)) 
MICAI ——- All the other instances 
Instances in the test region 
Mean of all instances 
-WCAI 
AF1 
Figure 6.12: The spider plot of a significant test region which is not important. 
but significant based on the product algorithm. Notice that the instances in the test region 
(the green curves) are located around the means of each responses (the black curve), which 
make the instances distant from each other as we using product simularity measurement 
(equation (67)). This can also be observed in Fig. 6.13, in which the observed density 
histogram has only two bins that are a t" # of Neighbors = = 1 or 2", resulting in 
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Figure 6.13: The density histograms of the significant test region which is not important. 
The second data set [95] has three factors, namely polydimethylsiloxane (MN) 
which has 3 design values, Quaternary ammonium salt composition (SC) which has 4 
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design values, and Quaternary ammonium salt concentration (ST) which has 6 design 
values. Six responses including Water Contact Angle Hysteresis, Average Water Contact 
Angle, Average methyleneiodide Contact Angle, Surface Energy, C.lytica reduction, and 
N.incerta Reduction are measured. [95] investigated Polysilhasoxane coatings containing 
chemically-bound ("tethered") quaternary ammonium salt (QAS) moieties. Table 6.3 
details the factors and their design values. 
















Mn for PDMS = 2000 
Mn for PDMS = 18000 
Mn for PDMS = 49000 
salt composition = CI 
salt composition = C14 
salt composition = C18 
salt composition = Ph 
salt concentration = 0.005 
salt concentration = 0.01 
salt concentration = 0.015 
salt concentration = 0.02 
salt concentration = 0.025 
salt concentration = 0.03 
There are only 72 instances in this data set. We set the threshold of the number of 
instances in a test region 9 be equal to 5. 
The proposed algorithm identifies the most important test regions to be MNJ2 D 
(5C_2 U SC-3) n (ST-2 U ST-3 U ST A). In this test region (or its sub- test regions), [95] 
noted several interesting observations. The following are a few of them: 
(1) In test region MNJ2 D SC-3 fi ST A [95] find the coating with the roughest 
surface, and it also shows large scale phase separation. 
(3) Test region MNJ2 n SC-3 n (ST_3 U ST A) displays highest Ulva sporeling 
removal (90%). 
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(4) Test region MN.2 n SCJ2 n ST A shows a very high (98%) reduction in N. 
incerta biofilm growth. 
We also tested the product algorithm [47] in all test regions in this data set. Table 6.4 
shows the confusion matrix for comparing the two algorithms. Among the 525 test regions, 
27 test regions are considerded to be important, and 12 test regions are significant at 5% 
(/7-value < 0.05) level by the product algorithm [47]. 
In this data set, we identified 19 test regions that are important by the proposed 
algorithm but not significant by the product algorithm [47]. All these 19 important and 
also effective (we check with coating scientists) test regions have less than 10 instances (a 
minimum requirement in product algorithm [47]), highlighting the capability of processing 
small data set for the proposed algorithm. 










The performance of the algorithm mainly depends on the number of factors, the 
average number of design values in each factor of a data set, and the number of samples 
when using random samples to create the expected density histogram. To achieve a higher 
efficiency, the theoretical model is suggested. Based on our experience, even the response 
values in a data set do not strictly follow a normal distribution and the responses are not 
independent from each other. The theoretical model can still roughly approximate the 
expected density histogram that is created using multiple random samples. 
Without pruning the proposed algorithm would scale exponentially with the number 
of factors in the data set. Luckily, the test region enumerating and pruning algorithm (Alg. 
10) significantly decreases the search space. To illustrate the effectiveness of the pruning 
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procedure, we test the Alg. 10 with and without pruning procedure on an artificial data set 
which has 2000 instances and 6 design values in each factor, with setting 9 (the threshold for 
how many design values can be merged) to 4 for each factor, and varying ip (the threshold 
of the number of instances for a test region to be valid) from 5 to 1000. 
Fig. 6.14 shows the performances of the Alg. 10 with and without pruning procedure, 
for which both 'pruning using equation (65)' and 'pruning using sub-lattice table' are tested. 
When factor equals to 4 (the bottom panel), we only tested <p equals to 5 to 365, because 
the design region enumerating algorithm without pruning procedure takes too much time. 
10 
i .>. i i i + i .»-» 
without pruning 
• pruning using equation (6) 
• pruning using sub-tree table 
125 275 425 575 725 875 995 
<P 
Figure 6.14: The comparison between the design region enumerating algorithm with and 
without pruning procedure. When factor equals to 4 (the bottom panel), we only tested <p 
equals to 5 to 365, for the design region enumerating algorithm without pruning procedure 
takes too much time. 
From the top panel of Fig. 6.14 it can be seen that, when the number of factors is 
equal to 2 and ip is less than 300, the test region enumerating with pruning procedure is even 
worse than that of without pruning procedure. The reason behind is that, in these cases all 
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design points will have more than (p instances which makes the pruning procedure invalid 
while costing extra time to perform the pruning procedure or load corresponding sub-lattice 
table file. With the number of factors increases, the benefit of test region enumerating with 
pruning procedure becomes more obvious. When the number of factors is only equal to 4, 
the pruning procedure saves a lot of time even for a reasonably small <p. 
The experiments are performed on a personal laptop, which has a 'Intel Pentium 
Dual CPU T3200 2.00GHz' processor, a 4GB memory, and 32-bit Windows Vista Home 
Premium operating system. 
6.3.2. From Multiple Response Optimization Point Of View 
The proposed algorithm can also be viewed as related to multiple response optimization 
[126,32,5, 11,98, 115]. 
In the proposed algorithm, a z-score normalization (equation (66)) is first performed 
on the data set, which transforms the smallest response values in each response to biggest 
absolute negative values, and the biggest response values to biggest positive values. Thus 
most responses in an identified clear pattern will either have biggest or smallest original 
response values, since the proposed algorithm uses the product similarity measurement 
(equation (67)) to calculate the two density histograms, via which the clear pattern is 
identified. 
In some cases, a particular response value rather than the biggest or the smallest 
response values is favored by domain expert, trivial transformation can be applied as a 
preprocessing step, such as those in desirability functions [65]. 
The dataset shown in Table 6.5 is from [30]. The goal of the experiment was to 
reduce the amount of by-products from a chemical process. There are five control factors, 
five responses and the experimental design used was a 2 5 _ 1 fractional factorial with two 
center points. The acceptable response region was definded by: 
A = {y = [y2 y3 y4 y&] • Vi > 91.0, y3 < 11.5, y4 < 
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6.5, y5 < 5.5} 































































































































































































The most important design region of the data set identified by the proposed algorithm 
is x2 = = 1 H Xi =— — 1 fl x5 = = —1, which is exactly the optimal solution found by the 
Bayesian approach [98]. 
Compare with other multiple responses optimization algorithms [126, 32, 5, 11, 98, 
115], the drawback of the proposed algorithm used for multiple responses optimization 
purpose is that there is no model built for responses w.r.t. control factors, and in most 
cases the most important design region identified by the proposed algorithm is usually not 
a design point, which may or may not the optimal design point. However, besides tend 
to yield desired responses values, the important design region identified by the proposed 
algorithm to some extend also balances the variances of the responses. 
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6.4. Conclusions 
In this study, we presented an algorithm to identify important design regions in a 
combinatorial design, which has one or multiple responses. The importance of a design 
region is measured through a model, which incorporates the effect size and confidence 
intervals of the design region. Through comparing with the product algorithm [47], we 
show the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed algorithm. Two pruning techniques 
are developed to speed up the enumeration of all test regions, ensuring the efficiency of 
the proposed algorithm. The important design regions identified by the proposed algorithm 
will not only lead to low variances of multiple responses, but tend to yield desired response 
values for most of responses. 
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CHAPTER 7. POINT DISTRIBUTION ALGORITHM AND ITS 
EXTENSION IN SEQUENTIAL DATA CLUSTERING 
7.1. From Histogram-based Vector-Item Pattern Mining Algorithms to Point Distribution 
Algorithm 
To determine whether the distribution of the subset of objects that is selected 
by an item is not random 9, histogram-based vector-item pattern mining algorithms 
first summarize the distributions of the item set as well as the random sub samples 
through density histogram technique, and then compare the observed density histogram 
with the expected density histogram using the x2 goodness of fit test or effect size 
analysis techniques. In point distribution vector-item pattern mining algorithms, we first 
draw multiple random samples and create a population of Kullback-Leibler divergence 
values between each sample and the overall data set, and then use this population of 
Kullback-Leibler divergence values as reference, to determine whether the Kullback-Leibler 
divergence value between the item set under consideration and the overall data set 
significantly different from the null hypothesis of a random subset. In contrast to 
histogram-based item-vector pattern mining algorithms, the point distribution computes 
Kullback-Leibler divergence values of both the item set and the random samples directly 
towards the overall data set at the level of each data point [45], which explains the 
significant increase of accuracy against previous histogram-based vector-item pattern 
mining algorithms. The point distribution algorithm will be briefly described in Section 
7.5. For greater details of point distribution algorithm, please refer to [45]. 
The point distribution algorithm provides us a very efficient and effective way to 
determine whether the distribution of a subset of objects is significantly different from its 
overall distribution. One natural extension of point distribution algorithms is to tailor it to 
compare the distributions of multiple populations. 
9Which means it differs from the overall distribution 
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In this chapter, an algorithm is presented for clustering sequential data in which each 
unit is a collection of vectors. An example of such a type of data is speaker data in a 
speaker clustering problem. The algorithm first constructs affinity matrices between each 
pair of units, using a modified version of the point distribution algorithm. The subsequent 
clustering procedure is based on fitting a Gaussian mixture model on multiple random 
projection matrices. The final class label of each unit is determined by voting from the 
results of the random projection matrices. 
7.2. Challenge Introduction 
Clustering on sequential data, such as time series data, has recently attracted 
increasing attention. In many sequential clustering problems each unit in the data set is a 
collection of vectors rather than one individual vector of attributes. The speaker clustering 
problem, which was the topic of the ICMLA competition is an example of a sequential 
clustering problem, in which each time point in a speech segment is represented by a 
26-dimensional vector, and each speech segment consists of about 130 such vectors. This 
section discusses an algorithm that was designed for the first task which was 2-class speaker 
clustering. Seven datasets were provided, each consisting of speech segments coming from 
two different speakers. Notice that although the proposed algorithm was developed for 
clustering speech segments from two different speakers, it can be used in many similar 
applications. 
We start by constructing a similarity matrix between speech segments. For this 
purpose we use a modified version of the point distribution algorithm [45], which was 
initially developed for mining patterns between vector and item data. The distance between 
two speech segments is measured through the KL-divergence between the distribution of 
the vectors for each of the speech segments and the overall expected distribution. We 
will discuss the construction and comparison of the two distributions in detail shortly. 
The subsequent clustering procedure is based on fitting a Gaussian mixture model on 
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multiple random projection matrices. The final class label of each speech segment, i.e. 
the identification of the speaker, is determined by vote from the results of these random 
projection matrices. 
7.3. Related Works 
The key challenge of clustering speakers is to find a proper affinity or distance 
measure between speakers. One common approach is to measure their underlying 
probability density function (pdf). Among the most popular distance measures between 
pdfs are the KL-divergence [87] and Bhattacharya distance [18]. Jebara [77] developed 
a kernel that incorporates the advantages of discriminative learning algorithms and kernel 
machines. 
The approach used in this study is based on concepts that were developed for finding 
patterns between vector and item data [134, 46, 47, 133]. In that work, the goal is to 
identify subsets of data, defined by the presence of some item, that have a distribution that 
differs significantly from the overall distribution in the data set. A recent version of such a 
vector-item mining algorithm [45] compares the distribution of the subset with that in the 
whole data set. The density of point in the full data set serves as the expected density for 
the data point. The underlying PDF is unexpected if the KL-divergence between the pdf 
and the whole data set is significantly different from what would be expected by random 
chance alone. 
7.4. Task Description and Data Preprocessing 
The first task in the ICMLA 2010 Speaker Clustering Challenge includes seven 
data sets. Each data set contains speech segments coming from two different speakers, 
each speech segment comprises approximately 130 time points, and each time point is 
characterized by 26 parameters. Our task is to group the speech segments in each of the 
seven data sets into two clusters, representing the two different speakers. 
As a preprocessing step, we apply a row-wise z-score normalization to the complete 
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data set: 
where X^3' is the kth value of the j t h parameter (j e [1, 26]) in the ith speech segment, 
and XJ and CF{X3) are the mean and standard deviation, respectively, of the j t h parameter 
for all speech segments combined. 
We further do a column-wise z-score normalization 
x
* -^«r <83> 
where X%k and <T(X£) are the mean and standard deviation of kth column in the 26-dimensional 
data set of time points within the ith speech segment respectively. Besides, each data point 
is normalized to a unit hype-sphere, i.e., |X| = 1, so that each data point is positioned on 
the surface of the unit hype-sphere. 
7.5. Clustering Based on Point Distribution Algorithm 
The proposed algorithm has two steps. In the first step we modify the point 
distribution algorithm to construct an affinity matrix, on which the subsequent clustering 
step is performed. 
7.5.1. Construction of The Affinity Matrix 
7.5.1.1 Distance measurement The idea behind the point distribution algorithm [45] 
is to compare subset distributions with respect to an overall distribution to identify those 
subsets that are more inhomogeneous than would be expected by random chance. 
Fig 1.1 illustrates the concept. Objects are characterized by vector data (position in 
plane) and an item that determines the subset membership (circles that are solid black). The 
angular distribution of those objects that have the item, as well as the overall distribution, 
are shown around the perimeter. The left panel shows an example of a subset distribution 
that differs significantly from the overall distribution, while the right panel shows a case, 
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in which the subset distribution follows the overall distribution closely. Notice that the pdf 
of the subset objects (circles solid black) in the left panel differs clearly from that of the 
whole data set. 
To determine whether the pdf of the subset significantly differs from the overall pdf, 
the point distribution algorithm first calculates the KL-divergence between the subset pdf 
and the overall pdf (denoted as KLltem). Then multiple random subsets are extracted, 
which have the same size as the subset that is defined by the item data, and the 
KL-divergence is calculated between each random subset and the whole data set (denote it 
as KLlsample for the ith sample). If KLltem differs more than two standard deviations from 
the mean of the KL%sa les, then the pdf of the item data is considered significant. 
We modify the point distribution algorithm to construct an affinity matrix between 
speech segments of each data set. For the data set "challenge_data_l", which comprises 50 
speech segments, the affinity matrix is a 50 * 50 matrix, in which each entry (i, j) indicates 
the similarity between speech segments i and j . 
To calculate the affinity between speech segments i and j (i ^ j) in each data set, 
we first temporarily construct a sub-dataset S^hJ^, S^'^ = Sl U SJ where Sl and SJ are 
the two 26-dimensional data sets for the ith and j t h speech segments respectively. S^hJ^ 
corresponds to the whole data set as in Fig. 1.1. 
To determine whether speech segments i and j are from different speakers, i.e., S% 
and SJ are drawn from different distributions, we randomly select iV (TV is equal to 200 in 
this study) samples from data sets Si and SJ separately. Each sample has a size of |5 l | /4 
or |S'-7|/4, respectively. Suppose the two sets of samples are <3?J and $ J , and $lm and $ ^ 
(m G [1 N]) are the mth sample for the ith and j t h speech segment respectively. Each 
sample corresponds to one subset defined by an item as shown in solid black in Fig. 1.1. 
Another two sets of N random samples are selected from the aggregated data set 
S^'rt accordingly. In one set (denoted as \I/1), each sample has a size of 15*1/4, and each 
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sample in the other set (denoted as \F) has a size of \SJ |/4. Similarly, suppose ^lm and tyJm 
(m € [1, N]) are the mth samples for the ith and j t h speakers respectively. 
Similar to the point distribution algorithm, we calculate the KL-divergence between 
each sample (in <E>\ &, ** and *•?) and the whole data set 5{tJ>, denoted as D^L($^||5{ l J>), 
DKL(&J\S^), DKL(WJ\S^) and DKL(Wm\\S^) for each sample m respectively. 
This yields 4 new distributions of KL-divergence values for sets $*, <&°, ^>% and \fJ. 
DKL(Wm\\S{xrt) (me [I, N]) serves as expected distribution to DKL(&m\ |S<tJ>), so does 
DKL{Vm\\S^)ioDKL{Vm\\S^). 
Note that the greater the difference between the distributions DKLi^mWS^'^) and 
DKL(&J\S^) and between DKL(^m\\S^^) and DKL(^m\\S^^), the more likely 
speech segments i and j are actually from different people. Thus the distance between 
speech segments i and j is modeled by: 




where N is the number of samples. 
7.5.1.2 Estimation of the pdf For the pdf estimation we use a uniform kernel with 
cosine similarity as similarity measure. If the cosine similarity between two vectors 
exceeds a threshold r, they are considered to be neighbors. 
Fig. 7.1 shows an example, in which r is the cosine similarity threshold, and vectors 
Xfe, Xp, and Xq represent three data points. In this example, vector Xp is a neighbor of 
vector Xfc, while vector Xg is not. The highlighted segment on the hype-sphere is the 
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neighborhood region for vector X^, i.e., if another vector is within this region, it is a 




Figure 7.1: An example of three vectors.r is the cosine similarity threshold, vector X^, 
vector Xp and vector Xg are three points. In this example, vector Xp is a neighbor of vector 
Xfe while vector Xg is not. The highlighted segment on the hype-sphere is the neighborhood 
region for vector Xfe. 
For each data point Xk in S^'^, the expected density is estimated using a uniform 
kernel [45] since Gaussian kernels are known to be problematic in high dimensions [129]: 
| 5{ iJ} | 
(85) 
where K{.) is the uniform kernel function: 
K(Xk,Xp) — 6(Xk -XP-T) 
Rd 
(86) 
and r is the cosine similarity threshold, 9 is the Heaviside step function and Rd 
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is the section of the d-hypersphere surface such that the kernel function is appropriately 
normalized: 
r
 K(Xk,X)dX = Rd (87) 
/ 
Let Acap be the area of the neighborhood region of a vector Xk. Let Ad be the area 
of the unit hype-sphere in d dimensions. The area of the cap can be calculated as follows: 
... £sm(pd_2)d(pd-2 fondtpd-i (88) 
where (f)\,(j)2---4>d-i a r e angular coordinates, and 
Vi = f^ sinL~3((p2)d(p2--- JQ sin((pd-2)d(pd-2 J*0 * d<f>d-i- Notice that the probability of two 
vectors Xk and Xp being neighbors is 
p = —— = — (89) 
Ad n*Cd 
where Cd = 
i£/§ for even d 
2 ( d + i ) / v . i - 1 , / , for o d d d 
d!! 
Equation (89) can be simplified: 
A pa COS T 
p =.— = Q,' * sind_2((/?1)(i(Joi 
•"• J— a COST 
(90) 
where O' = -rj^-. To improve performance, p can be saved to a table TB for different 
values of d and different thresholds r . Because r is of type float, we may need to find the 
closest representative in the table. From (90), we notice;? is a function of cosine similarity 
threshold r and vector dimensionality d. 
Given a sample S (one from $% $•?, \l>' or ^ J in equation (84)), to determine how 
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unexpected the pdf of the sample S is, the point distribution algorithm first computer the 
KL divergence between S and g ^ l : 
DfL(S\\S^) = J P(Xk)log^ddXk (91) 
where D$>L{S\|S{zj}) is KL divergence between S and S<*J>, p(Xk) and q(Xk) are 
the observed density and the expected density of vector Xfc within S respectively. Using 




Since we are using uniform kernel (equation (85)), 
?(**) = J g L * /(Xfc) (93) 
where f(Xk) is the expected density of vector Xfc w.r.t. the whole data set g ^ l and 
the prefix
 | g | ; L is the relative support for subset S. Since p{Xk) and q(Xk) are calculated 
from the same neighborhood region of vector Xk, i.e., the cap that is segmented by the 
cosine similarity threshold r, as shown in Fig. 7.1, we can simplify 4 ^ 4 to the ratio of the 
observed number of neighbors against the expected one for each vector Xfc e S. 
D%kS\\S^) = ^ E E _ eisf::Xp~T) (94) \S\
 k=lp=1 |g| s{ 
5=1 
I^L
 E e(Xk.Xq-r) 
To be more efficient, we can first calculate the term Yl @{Xk • Xq — r) for each 
< / = l 
point Xk (Xk G S) as a preprocessing step. 
In [45] we show that a good choice of kernel width assumes that only one data point 
is expected to be found in the hyper-volume. That means, the probability of two vectors Xk 
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and Xp (Xk,Xp £ S) to be neighborhood is exactly ji-. Substituting it to p in equation (90), 
we can solve the equation to get the value of r, or more efficiently, we can search table 
TB to get the r according to the value of p. After getting the cosine similarity threshold 
r, we can summarize the number of neighbors for each vector Xk (Xk 6 S) w.r.t. S and 
5,{*j} respectively (the Heaviside step functions in equation (94)), and then calculate the 
KL divergence using equation (94). 
Thus, the KL-divergence between samples $ \ $ J , \I/* and tyJ in equation (84) and the 
whole data set S^h3^ can be calculated using equation (94). Moreover, the distance between 
speech segments i and j Dis{hJy (equation (84)) can be calculated. 
7.5.1.3 Construction of the affinity matrix Entry Dis{hJy of the affinity matrix is 
the distance between speech segments i and j , while row Dis{h y indicates the distances 
between the ith speech segment and all the others. The correlation between rows Dis{h y 
and Dis{Jy y hence measures the distance between the ith and the j t h speech segment by 
considering their distances with all the others. This can be viewed as evaluating the distance 
between speech segments based on shared similarities. Thus we further transform the 
distance matrix Dis by taking correlations between each pairs of rows, hoping to enhance 
the within-class similarity and between-classes dissimilarity: 
Sirri{ltJy = corr(Dis{hy, Dis{h..y) {Vz,j e [1, \Dis\]} (95) 
where corr is a Poisson correlation function, Sim is a similarity matrix, Dish: and DisJt. 
are the ith and j t h rows of matrix Dis respectively, using Matlab notation. Notice that 
Sim is not considered as a symmetric matrix but rather as a new data matrix where each 
column is a new feature. The subsequent clustering procedure is performed on matrix Sim. 
Experiment (Section 7.7) results show that using the correlation to form a new similarity 
matrix increases the accuracy of the presented algorithm. 
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Algorithm 13: Sampling Point Distribution Algorithm 
Data: S; / * The data matrix for a data set * / 
Result: Sim; / * similarity matrix between speakers * / 
1 for i=l:# of speakers do 
for j=l:# of speakers do 
if i=j then 
I continue; 
Construct S ^ > ; 
foreach fce [ l , 5 ^ > ] d o 
|_ calculate expected density q(Xk)\ 
for m=l:N do 
|_ select samples $lm, $ ^ , Vlm and Wm; 
foreach kth data point e §lm, <&3m, ~$>lm and Wm do 
|_ calculate densities p(X^m), p(xfm), p(X^m) nndp(xfm); 
foreach mth sample € <E>\ $ J , W and W do 
calculate each samples KL-divergence w.r.t. S^1'^: DKL(^lm\\S^'J^), 
DKL{Vm\\SM) DKL(Vm\\S™), DKL(Vm\\SM); 
using equation (94); 















16 for i= i ;# of speakers do 
17 
18 
for j=l:# of speakers do 
|_ calculate Simh:) using equation (95); 
Alg. 13 summarizes the modified point distribution algorithm. The input of the 
algorithm 5 is one single data set in Task 1 of the Challenge. For each pair of speech 
segments i and j , Alg. 13 first constructs a new data set 5^J^(Line 5). Then the expected 
density for each data point Xfe e S^'^ is calculated. As in the denominator in equation (94), 
53 0(Xk • Xq — T), we simplify the problem of calculating density to that of summarizing 
9=1 
the number of neighbors. Four groups of N number of subsamples are then selected 
from S^'rt (Line 8 and 9).$lm and Q3m are sampled from the ith and j t h speech segments 
separately, while ^lm and ^Jm are sampled from the aggregated data £{*>•?} as mentioned 
in section 7.5.1.1. The KL-divergence values for each subsample w.r.t. S^'^ are then 
calculated using equation (94) (Lines 10 to 14). The distance between each pair of speech 
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segments is then calculated using equation (84) (Line 15). Finally, the similarity matrix 
between speech segments is computed by taking row-wise correlation from the distance 
matrix (Lines 16 to 18). 
7.6. Clustering 
We try to estimate a Gaussian mixture model that best fits the new data matrix. 
However, in order to improve accuracy, we adopt a clustering ensemble method, i.e., we 
first perform a random projection [60] on matrix Sim: 
Sim1 = — S i m *P t e [1, Ml (96) 
Vv 
where Sim is the affinity matrix (equation (95)), Sim1 is the tth (t E [1, M]) new 
projection matrix, M is the number of projection matrices, q is the desired number of 
dimensions and P is a random matrix, in which the number of rows equals the number of 
speech segments and the number of columns equals q. Each entry of P is either 1 or -1 
with probability of 0.5. 
For the first task in the challenge, we know there are exactly 2 clusters in each data 
sets. We can easily fit a g-component (q is equal to 3 for all data sets in this study) Gaussian 
mixture model of order 2. We would like to take the chance to thank [24] for providing 
nice software that uses the EM algorithm to fit a Gaussian mixture model. Our final results 
are then bagged from all the clustering results of Sim* (t G [1, M]): 
M 
Classi = 6{YJC\-Thr) s.t. 
size(C,l) (97) 
E * ( 1 - C ? + C ? ) > f Vp,ge[l , M] 
i = i 
where Class^ (Classi € {0,1}) is the final predicted class for the ith speech segment, 
0(.) is Heaviside function, Thr is a threshold for determining which class a speech segment 
belongs to, C is a matrix where the number of rows is equal to the number of speech 
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segments and the number of columns is equal to the number of projected matrices and to 
which we will refer as clustering result matrix. C\ is the predicted class for the ith speech 
segment from the clustering result of the tth projected matrix Simt, and size(C, 1) is the 
size{C,l) 
number of speech segments using Matlab notation. £) 9(1 — Cf + C?) > | i s to 
i=l 
make sure that the clustering results are indexed in the same way (0 or 1). This constraint 
may not always be satisfied. We used a simple heuristic approach to make certain that most 
of results are matched. The input of Alg. 14 is the clustering result matrix C. For each 
result of projection matrix, Alg. 14 first calculate the total number of class labels for all 
speech segments that it matches with the results of other projection matrices (Lines 1 to 
8), the find the result of a projection matrix, "max-index", that matches most of the others 
[Line 9]. For each projection matrix, if it does not match more that half of class labels for 
all speech segments with the "max Judex", then just inverse class labels [Lines 10 to 16]. 
The threshold Thr in equation (97) is thus estimated as: 
Thr = argmin( 
thr 
where M is the number of projected matrix and size(C, 1) is the number of speech 
segments. Thr in equation (98) can be easily attained using an interval-halving algorithm. 
The intuition of using an ensemble-based approach that aggregates clustering results 
of multiple projection matrices is that the boundary between clusters may reside in different 
subspaces. By using ensembles of projection matrices, the structure of the boundary can 
be more accurately captured. Similar techniques are used in Random Forest Classification 
algorithm [123]. 
7.7. Experiments 
7.7.1. Data Setup 
Besides the first task of the challenge, we also perform the presented clustering 
algorithm on 8 data sets from UCR time series repository [84], namely, buoy sensor, 
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M 1 M size{C,l) 
t = l i=l i=\ 
) (98) 
Algorithm 14: Adjust resulting matrices 
Data: C; /* clustering results of each projected matrix 
*/ 
Result: C; /* clustering results */ 
1 T - zeros(l,size(C,l)); /* vector of zeros. size(C,l) is the 
number of speech segment */ 
2 for i=l:size(C,2) do 
for j=l:size(C,2) do 
t=0; 
for k=l:size(C,l) do 
if C£ = C£ then 
|_ t=t+l; 
T(i)=t; 
9 max_index= find index of max(T); 








for k=l:size(C,l) do 
i f Q = C^ax-mdea;then 
|_ t=t+l; 
if t < M/2 then 
Cl = 1 - Cl; 
balloon, glass furnace, steamgen, speech, earth quake, ocean, and darwin. The buoy sensor 
series was preprocessed by averaging over 4 consecutive values and the e c g series by 
averaging over 20 consecutive values. Since we focus on the first task of the challenge, in 
which each data set includes the speech data from two speakers, we combine two different 
data sets from UCR time series repository into data sets to imitate speech data as in the 
First Task, leaving us 36 artificial speech data sets. 
Fig. 7.2 shows a schematic for constructing a speech data set from all pairs of data 
sets we consider. 
In Fig. 7.2, for both time series "darwin" and "ocean", after taking the difference 
between adjacent points in each time series, a sliding window of size M-26, where M is the 
length of original time series, is used to create 26 new times series for both "darwin" and 
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Vector Time Series Randomized 













Figure 7.2: A schematic on constructing a simulated data set from time series data. 
"ocean", Then we partition each group of 26 time series into N=25 parts of the same length. 
Each part imitates a speech segment, such as "Speech 1" shown in Fig. 7.2. Speech 1 to N 
will have the same Class label, since they come from the same time series ("darwin"), so 
do speech segments N+l to 2N. 
7.7.2. Comparison Algorithms 
We try to analyze the effect of the two individual steps, i.e., affinity matrix 
construction and actual clustering, for the performance of the proposed speaker clustering 
algorithm. Furthermore, we also analyze the effect of taking row-wise correlations in the 
affinity matrix as in equation (95). 
For the affinity matrix construction step, we compare the modified point distribution 
algorithm with anther algorithm [141](using KL-divergence). For the actual clustering 
step, we compare the proposed "random projection plus fitting Gaussian mixture model" 
procedure with Spectral Clustering algorithm [103]; 
Besides, we also perform Support Vector Machine algorithm (using libSvm [31]) on 
each affinity matrix. We split each affinity matrix to a training set and a test set, both 
























and radial basis function, with a set of parameters gamma <G {0.001, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 1} 
and C e {1000, 200, 1, 0.1, 0.01}. The comparison results are shown in Table. 7.1. 
Table 7.1: Comparison of algorithms 
Algorithm 
{Algorithm [141] + NC + SP } 
{Algorithm [141] + NC + RP&GM} 
{Algorithm [141] + C + SP} 
{Algorithm [141] + C + RP&GM} 
{MPD + NC + SP} 
{MPD + NC + RP&GM} 
{MPD + C + SP} 
{MPD + C + RP&GM} 
{Algorithm [141] + NC + SVM} 
{Algorithm [141] + C + SVM} 
{MPD + NC + SVM} 














MPD:Modified Point Distribution 
i?P&GM:"random projection plus fitting Gaussian 




In table 7.1, we can see that the best two clustering algorithms are {Algorithm 
[141] + Correlation + "random projection plus fitting Gaussian mixture model"} and 
{Modified Point Distribution + Correlation + "random projection plus fitting Gaussian 
mixture model"}. The latter one is slightly better. Notice that from the SVM classification 
results, the affinity matrices, for which row-wise correlation was performed, have much 
higher accuracy. Overall speaking, using the "random projection plus fitting Gaussian 
mixture model" algorithm to do the actual clustering step is slightly better than using 
Spectral Clustering. 
7.8. Conclusion 
A clustering algorithm that is based on the Point Distribution algorithm is proposed 
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in the study. The algorithm has two steps. In the first step, a similarity matrix for the speech 
segments is constructed using sampling of point distributions. In the subsequent clustering 
step, we create multiple random projection matrices, each of which is fit on a Gaussian 
mixture model. The final class label of each speech segment is derived by voting from the 
results on these random projection matrices. The proposed algorithm does not require users 
to set any parameters. The only free parameter in the sampling-based point distribution 
algorithm is provided through a theoretically justified choice. Experimental results show 
that the proposed algorithm is comparable with available state-of-the-art algorithms. 
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where F'(x; l^l — 1,A)|^ 2 is the first derivative of the accumulative function 
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